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Please note labels are prepared during the second half of the month before the next issue. Would you please send 
your updated lists before this time. 

Many thanks. Ms T Miikelainen 
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EUROPEAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 

Meeting of the Executivt, Conunit.tee 
Cambridge (United Kingdom) October 11-13, 1996 

Afoin Decisions 

SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES 

Third European Congress of Mathematics·- ECM3 in 2000 Barcelona (Spain) 
A meeting with the EC1B organisers is to take place in Vienna. Tbe purpose is to agree on the distribution of 
respousi hilities. 
The Congress organisers informed the EC I.hat the support of the Spanish government. has been confirmed and Sir 
Michael Atiya.h has agreed to servP as chairperson of the Scientific Commit.tee. 

Junior Congress 
The Second Junior Congress of Miskolc was a success and should be repeated. EMS is trying to hold in 1998 a Junior 
Congress and one for 2000 should be planned in Spain. The participation of East-European young mathematicians 
must be ensured. 

Diderot Mathematical Forums 
DMF2, Mathematics and Environment 

The theme of the second forum will be Ma.thematics and Environment, focusing on problems related to water. A 
scientific committee has been appointed. 

Towards a European Bibliographical Database 
It is agreed that EMS wishes to become a major partner in the European database: the request should be ma.de as 
soon as the Current Awareness Programme (CAP) is running. 
Implementation of the European data.base has to get going. Tbe structure should be defined and cooperation with 
the "London Mathematica.! Society may be started after consulting the French partners. 
Lobbying should be undertaken in Brussels for the European Data.base to be considered as a. large sea.le facility in the 
Fifth Framework Programme of the EU. The Data.base Committee will produce a. document. describing the European 
data.base. National societies should be approached with this document incorporating the role of the Zent.ralbla.t.t, and 
urged to push for action in Brussels. 

Jom·nal of the European Mathematical Society (JEMS) 
The list of the main and associate editors is finalised in Vienna. The editors should work out the policy of the journal, 
including their position on survey articles. The rules for running the journal a.re to be defined by the Editor-in-Chief 
and main editors and presented to the EMS Executive Committee for approval. 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

Server (EMIS) 
Since the Budapest Congress there has been increased interest in the server. 
There are negotiations underway to have new journals in the server. It has been a.greed that. Anna.ls of Mathematics 
will be available on the server 5 years after publication. Unfortunately there are no files available older than I 995, 
so tha.t it will begin in 4 years. Discussions on other journals are pending. It might be possible to secure funds from 
the EU for converting older journa..ls into electronic form. 
The Executive Committee decided that a ".Job Forum" should be created. 

Multilingual Newsletter 
Discussions have been continued with Deutsche lvlathematiker- Vaeiniqimg and S"ociett! Ilifathbnatiquc de Fmnce. A 
pilot issue with the best of the German M1tleiiu.ngut and the French C'aicUe of i.hc past ten years i!, lwing planned. 
It was tha.t the mah,rial should be at most 2-:3 years old and that a mock issue shnukl b,;� prepared for the 
fi11 al decisio.n on the prnjed. 
The .idea. of a.lso informa.tion from other 11.ationa.I societies shou.ld be borne in mind; the material. to be 
C(msidered could include obituaries. Na.tiona! societ.frs will be asked to take cut' of the distribution and share tbe 
printing costs. 

Fly(1r 
Nationa.l wcietie;:; slioukl. remind thei.r 
and witiU• hai, hetm D.A.K of EMS Mlll its 

in hL,c:k 
for t.he fol ure. 

') 
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The Secretariat will mail it, with a covering letter to the corporate members/ nat.iona.l societies. The flyer can be 
obtained, also in electronic form, from the Secretariat. 

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION 

The new chairperson, Vinicio Villani (Italy), presented a discussion paper. Some goals were set for the Commitiee 
and t.he projects proposed were approved. 
- A comparative study of teaching and/or methodologies in severa.l European countries could be undertaken, with
videotap,·s, t.rani,la.iions, comments. in the form of multimedia product, perhaps financed through the Leonardo or
Socrates programmes.
- Mathematics for all: where, when, why, how'?
- Bridging the gap between school a11d university mathematics. Contacts between teachers and other mathematicians
should be improved.
- \iVorking group for mathematical exhibitions and science museums.
- Capability tests at the European level could be useful. The group producing the multinational testing system must
get in touch with the Education Committee.
- Information on different activities at the European level could be compiled, information of Junior Congresses could
be collected and sent to Ministries of Education in the different countries.

RELATIONS WITH EUROPEA N  INSTITUTIONS 

The Fifth Framework Programme of the EU 
The end of the Fourth Programme is approaching and the Fifth is at the planning stage. The philosophy developed 
in documents available so far does not leave much room for pure resfarch, having a. strong emphasis on industrial 
applications. 
A position paper by the EMS will be available on the server EMIS. 

Euresco Conferences 
There are four series of such conferences running in mathematics. A new structure is considered with a different 
funding requested from ESF itself. 
The ESF has asked EMS for an opinion on the Euresco conferences. Mathematicians feel it to be a. problem to 
hold them in expensive centres such as the ESF programme requires. They prefer to use cheaper venues, some in 
Eastern Europe. If the conferences are run by ESF itself, approval would take less time, a fact to be appreciated. 
The mathematical meetings have been a success, though the rule imposing that a vice-chair should become chair for 
the following conference did not make sense because mathematicians prefer to operate within a broader theme. 

European Collaborative for Science, Industry and Technology Exhibitions (ECSITE) 
As part of the European Week for Scientific and Technological Culture, two days of seminars, conferences, 
demonstrations and experiments in the field of mathematics were held in Barcelona on 23-24 November 1996 by 
ECSITE and EMS, with the support of Electricite de France. More than a hundred people attended in the Museum 
of Science; the title was "Mathematics in daily life" 
There are plans to have exhibitions on "Mathematics in Nature'' in 1999 in Paris and in Barcelona in 2000. 

RELATIONS WITH MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTIONS 

International Mathematical Union 
lMCi is creating a Commit.tee on electronic publishing with A. Odlyzko, L Lovasz. !\,f. Groetschel appointed. Peter 
:.fr:hor wa..'I iwminated to this C:ommitl.f:c a.'- of EMS. 

St,efan Banach International l\1athmnatical Center 
T he mandat.es of E. !1aJer, F. Hirzt:brudi aud A. Laht.inen on i.h0 Sd1•ntifk C\nmcil of the Banach Ccttier come to an 
end or, D e.:-emb<,, :3h;t, 1997, F. to cont.inue on the Counci"I; K and A. La.J1tfoe11 

t.heir wish to be F. \farta Sa.nz �ole and D.A.R. Walla<.�'" are for the 

LIF'E OF THE SOCIETY 

.Electiuni,. t.o th�· Executive Conmuttee 
·rh,�rf· �rru:; ,0. diBcu.-�sion on t-he for t,he £:Jections to th(: EC{ . lf: was decided t.h.a.t before the (\)UI}cil 
we f!('<,d t,.J have a commitment th:,t ,, c;rndida.te is fo sexve if ekde(L AI.srJ it, i,:; rN:omnHc!lded. that a 



statement of intention or policy be made. [f the nomination comes from tht' floor. commitment a.nd policy statement 
should b(: a.vaila.ble in writing or made verb11lly to the chair of the Nominating Cmnmit.t

(
'e. if there is one, or to the 

Pre8ident. 

Membt,rship 
<> Application form 

H should be possible to download the application form for Eiv1S individual membership from EMfS. 

<> Zmlfrnlblat.t and membf,r8hip 
Z(snt.rnlblatt has offered to collect E".fS individnal membf'rship fees of it,;. reviewers from tlwir Zentralbbu 

,1ccounts. The Execll.tive committ1:c(·' decided tha.t the Zentralblatt reviewt•rs who have ditlic11Hics in paying their 
EMS rnembPrshi.p fee in a convertible c11rH.:ncy can pay through their Zentra.lblatt account. 

European Science Foundation 

The Programme of European Research Confern1ces is run by the European Science Foundation with funding from 
the Euroconforences A.ctivi ty of the Europea.n Union. The programme is open to all researchers, both from industry 
and academia, and covers all fields, from natural and technical sciences to social sciences and humanities. (}rants arc' 
available to encourage the attendance of young researchers, in particular tho,:e from less favoured regions in Europe. 
Details on the individual conferences, as well a,« an on-line application form and general information art? available on 
the World \Vide Web at 

http://www.esf.org/euresco 

EMS Lectures 1997 

The EMS Lecturer of 1997 is Profp�sor Nigel Cutland (University of Hull). He will give his EMS Leclures al the 
T.:niversit:v of Helsinki on I\fa.y 27 June 2, 1997, with th<: title 

Loeb Measures in Practice: Recent Advances 

He will outline the Loeb measun' con,-1 rnction of nomd.a11<la.rd aualysi:;, and Jiscuss TPCfl11 applications in stochastic 
fluid mechanic�, finance tlwory and stocha.stic calcul.us of variations (c'vlallia.vin calculus and related topics). 
As p,irl. of this programnH' he give.�. on hi� way to Helsinki, some lectures itt the U ninm,it_y of Gothf:n h11rg on !\fay 
2:J and May 26. 1997. 

For more information please contact 

EMS Secr,0tariat 
Department of Mathem<1tics 
P.O. Box ,1 
FfN--00014 
Finland 

of Hd�inki 

fa.:x.· "}-:�5� .. �·"t .. 1i11.2 a21:J 

J uha Oikkonen 
Dep<1rtmu1t of 1\fa.thcmat,ic� 
P.O. Box 4 
FT'J -\HHl 14 l, 
F inlirnd 
... 1,..;�5g_ :}- .! 91 '2 :i2 ! 3 

-•=-•-.,,•M••-- '''"'""' "'"""''"-'' ••--• _ _.,,_,, •• _"°'"�•••• .,,_.,,,,._ --••••m"••••n• ••••• •• ,,, • .,,_,.,w,,,_ ·-•••••,_,c,��·•e,, •••<>•�••••""'"'"'""'-"-""''"""''""'""" •-••--••.,,-�-, .. -•••• •••• ••••"•'"-• -••"""""'"- ••••• •••• �• .. •• • .,_, -�•""'""'�•• ••"•••< --•••�.,•-• '°'""'-"""" 
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"ENGLISH MATHEMATICIANS GO BACK TO SCHOOL" 

Tony Gardiner, University of Birminghmn, England 

\Vithin the last. few year-". univcrsi1y mathematicians in England have woken up to the apparent marked dt:di11c in 
·'pn·parNlness·• among the best .l8 yea.r olds embarking on degn:'e co11rscs in numerate disciplines. Indications of
this impendir1g change could he discerned in the curnculum changes of the mid-late 1 !J80s. The scripts of secondary
school par1icipants ill national olympiads sine<' 1.990 contained more ,-ubl:'tanti,tl evidenn, of a marked change in basic
technique·, and of a shift from preci:;w cakulation to "experiment plus guesswork''

rrhe obst'rved dt"),c!ine had its origins in the way univt�n:.ity 1natJ1e1.nat)cians responded to the expansion of educational 
opportu11ity in the 1960s. 70s and 80s. Until the 1960s univ<·:rsities exerted greater control over school leaving 
examinations than was perhaps heahhy. In parallel with increased "staying on" ra.ks at school, u.niven<ities fact'd 
their own challenges. Hence, iustead of relaxing their grip and learning to work with teachers in new ways, universities 
cl1ose to sta.nd back and leave things to teachers and professional educationists. 

As the mathematical experience of those entering universities evolved during the 1980s. universities rc0sponded by 
revising their courses. However, as long as the supply of reasonably competent J 8 year olds cont.inued to flow into the 
universities, no-one worried too much. Around 1990 things began to change more dramatically, and by the middle of 
19!H alarm hells were sounding. 

In the light of the unprecedented level of concern, in January 1995 the Council of the London Mathematical 
Society established a working group. nnder the Chairmanship of Professor Geoffrey Howson, to identify th1, problems 
more clea,rly, and to suggest. steps tlrn1 might be taken to improve matters. The group worked closely with otlier 
rnathematica.l societies, with scientists and with engineers; and it nmsulted as widely as it could (subject only to the 
importance of trying to achieve a consensus before things got worse). 

The resulting report. · ''Tackling t.he ma.thematics problem'" - wa:s ].lllblishf:'d (jointly wit ft the Institute of M athemittics 
and its Applications and the Hoyal Statistical Society) in October 1995. Its finding" ca.n be briefl.1, k!rnunarised by 
the following quote (p.8): "1Iathematics, science and engineering departments appear unanimous i11 their perception 
of a *qualitative* change in the mathematical preparedness of incoming students. 

* Students enrolling on courses making heavy mathematical d<-:mand;; are hampered by a serious lack of *essentia.l
technical facility* - in particular, a. lack of fluency and reliability in numerical and algebraic manipulation and
sirn plificai.ion.

* Compared with students in the early 1980s, there is ii marked dedin<c in studentc:' analytical powers when faced
with �impte two-step or mul1i-siep problems.

* Most. students entering higher education no longer understand that mathematics is a precise discipline in which
exact, reliable calculation, logical exposit.ion and proof play essential roles; ye! it i:s these features which rnakf.,
mathernat.ics important.'''

The report's aim was to lay the founda.tions for as wide a consens1i:s a.s 'The authors wr,nl out. of their way 

to stres� '·at the very ouhei that [ ... ] the main 
,iom: of c!as:<room teachers.'· 

ThoY' govermnent who wue: hdd 

·Tke L:ist tiv�;lv(:, 1n,)nth,"'.', have st�t.::n a

,.'-'

intc11ti-J.'.:1f a,I,1:: tior 

d.,.),, It 

for liH" si11rntion desn:ibed so rn 1.he report prom.pl.iy 

. the 



l\!lathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach 

Lor<mu!nhof 
D - 77700 Oberwolfach-,Valbi 

Meetings 1998 
Parlicip,1nt;, of the rned.ings are invited personall�' by the director of the institute. The part.icipa.tion is subject to 
such an invitation. Interested researchers, in particular young maUwmal.icians. Gill contact the administration of the 
institnk. Sill<.:e the nu1nber of participants is restricted not all enquiries can be considered. 

Information is also avail.able on our web site htt.p:/ /www.mfo.de. 

04.01. 10.01.1908 
Stochastic GPometry and Spatial Statistics 
Organ iscrs: 
Adrian .J. Baddeley, Nedl.ands 
Dietrich Stoyan, Freiberg 
\Volfgang Weil, Karlsruhe 

11.01. 17.01.1998 
Global and Geonwtric Theory of Delay Differen
tial Equations 
Organisers: 
John Mallet-Paret, Providence 
Roger D. Nussbaum, New Brunswick 
Hans-Otto Vlalther, Giessen 

18.(}1. - 24.01.1998 
Mathematische Logik 
Organisers: 
Yiannis N. MoschoYakis, Los Angeles 
Helmut Schwichtenberg, Miinchen 
/1,nne S. Troelstra, Amsterdam 

25.01. 31.01.1998 
Geonwtric Quest.ions in Partial Diffi!r<mtia] 
Equations 

Paris 
Bern hard l<awohl. Kc:,ln 

I�tif�t1t.i. F irenze 

OL02, - O'L02.HJ98 

I)·;r,t.1·n_;1.r I:T Bis,·'.}i
1 

f);�_iti'a, Barl",1a.,ra
Eb�::rhard Ut'.r!in

HanH Peter Schlickewei. Ulm 
Eduard \Virsing, Ulm 

15.03. - 21.03.1998 
Designs and Codes 
Organisers: 
Dieter .lungnickel, A ugsburg 
Jacobus H. van Lint, Eindhoven 

22.03. 28.03.1998 
Applications m1d Computation of Orthogonal 
Polynomials 
Organisers: 
Walter Gautschi. West Lafayette 
Gem, H. Golub, Stanford 
Gerhard Opfer, Hamburg 

29.03. 04.04.1998 
Arbeitsgenieiuschaft 1nit akt11ellem Th,01na (wird 
in Heft 1/1998 der D.tvlV-i'.lHt.eil.1.mgen bdcaunt
gegeben) 
Org;anisers: N. N. 

05.04. 11.04.1998 
Algebraische Gruppen 
Organisers: 
Peter 

12.04. 18.04.HHlS 

P.ict:.t:'r \Y, fiern ker }\juslerd ;un
J{oos. :l)re.1::dc-11 

lH.04. 

J);_e1. r�1a.r 

26.CH. - li2 .. H5,Hif.l8
[)fJHJ.(:d:n l)e<�CiJ:tJ 
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Ronald H.W. Hopp{', Augsburg 

Yuri A. Kuznet.sov, Moscow 

17.05. -- 23.05.1998 

Regulators 

Orga.:niHers: 

Spencer Bloch, Chicago 
Manfred Kobter, Hamilton 

Peter Schneider, M iirn,tcr 

Victor P. Snaith, Hamilton 

31.05. - 06.06.1998 

DMV-Seminar 

Organisers: N. N. 

07.06. -- 13.06.1998 

Freiformkurven und Freiformfliichen 

Organisers: 

Robert E. Barnhill, Tempe 

Carl de Boor, Madison 

.Josef Hoschek, Darmsta.dt 

28.06. · · 04.07.1998 

Quantum and Classical Integrable Systems 

Organisers: 

Pierre van Moerbeke. Louvain-la.-Neuve 

\Verner Nahm, Bonn 

12.07. - 18.07.1998 

Arithmetic of Fields 

Organisers: 

Wulf-Dieter Geyer, Erlangen 
Moshe Jarden, Tel Aviv 

19.07. 25.07.1998 

Verallgemeinerte KRc-Moody-Algiibren 

Organisers: 

R. Ilorcherds, Cambridge

Pet.er Slodowy, Ham burg

26.07. - 01.08.1998 

Spect.ral T heory and Stochastic Analysis 

Organiser,;: 

Midtid van d,•n Berg. DiPiw11beek 

:'vlichael Dt:rnuth, Claustha.1-Zdlerfrld 

Jan van Ca,:teren, Vliilrijk 

02.08. · 08.08.1998 

MaOu.01mlticaI .Methods in 

F_ .'\1 ber1,o (;:rJ'.inba ffffL 

r\Hred I<. Lt.')UL�� S.an.1brii<.ken 

Frank N::tt1,t·t('r �Vf11nsti::r 

Alain Conm:s, 

Nonlinear au<l Stochastic Systems 

Organisers: 

Ludwig Arnold, Bremen 

N. Sri Na.machchivaya, l.1rbana

\Verner Schiehlen, Stuttgart

Wa.lt.Pr Wedig, Karlsruhe

23.08. -- 29.08.1998 

Mechanics of Materials 

Organisers: 

(leorge I-Icrrrnann
1 

Stanford 

Reinhold Kienzler, Bremen 

Horst Lippmann, Miinch,�n 

Ewald Werner, Leoben 

30.08. - 05.09.1998 

Komplexe Analysis 

Organisers: 

Jean-Pierre Demailly, St.Martin d'Heres 

Klaus Hulek, Hannover 

Thomas Peternell, Bayreuth 

06.09. - 12.09.1998 

Topologie 

Organisers: 

Robion C. Kirby, Berkeley 

Wolfgang Liick, Miimster 

Elmer G. Rees, Edinburgh 

13.09. -· 19.09.1998 

Homotopietheorie 

Organisers: 

Mike Hopkin8, Cambridge 

Karlheinz Knapp, Wuppertal 

Erich Ossa, Wuppertal 

20.09. · 26.09.1998 

Inverse Wave Scat.tering Problems and Applica

tions 

Organisers: 

Ralph E. Kleinman, Newark 

Rainer Gottingen 

27.09 ..... 03.10.1998 

Geonwtrie 

11. l!l. 17. i lU !)98

DMV �Semhrnr 

1.LHI. l'LHL:ums 

bda:mnl·· 



OMV-Seminar 
Organisers: N.N. 

18.10 . .. 24.10.1998 
History of Mathematics: Mathematics in the 
Americas and the Far East, 1800-1940 

Organi1'ers: 

f vor Gratta,n-Guinness, Beugeo, Herts 
David E. Rowe, Mainz 
Erhard Scholz, \Vupp<"rtal 

25.10 .... 31.10.1998 
Modellthcorie 
Organisers: 

Alexander Prestel, Konstanz 
Mart in Ziegler, Freiburg 
N.N. 

01.11. - 07.11.1998 

Experimental Design: Theory and Applications 
Organisers: 
Norman R. Draper, Madison 

Norbert Gaffke, Magdeburg 

Friedrich Pukelsheim, Augsburg 

15.11. - 21.11.1998 
Fortbildungslehrgang fiir Studienrate 

Organisers: N.N. 

22.11. - 28.11.1998 

DMV-Scminar 

Organisers: N.N. 

22.11. - 28.11.1998 

DMV-Seminar 

Orgaui�ers: N. N. 

29.11. ., 05.12.1998 

Applied Probability 

Organisns: 

Arie Hordijk, Leiden 

Volker Schmidt, Ulm 

06.12. - 12.12.1998 

Modulformen 

Organisers: 

Siegfried Bocherer, Mannheim 

Tomoyoshi Ibukiyama, Osaka 

Winfried Kohnen, Heidelberg 

13.12. - 19.12.1998 

Gruppen und Geometrien 

Organisers: 

Michael Aschbacher, Pasadena 

vVilliam M. Kantor, Eugene 

Franz-Georg TimmesfckL Giessen 



EURO NEWS 

EUROPEAN NEWS: Country by Country 

AUSTRIA 

35th International Symposium on Functional Equations 

Graz-Mariatrost, Austria 

7 -- 14 September, 1997 

Scientific Committee: VV. Benz (Hamburg), R. Ger (Katowice), J. Ratz (Bern), L. reich (Graz) 
Loca] ()rga.n.isers: D. GJ'onau� J. Sclnvaiger, L. Ileich ( University of Ciraz) 

Participation is by invitation only. Those wishing to be invited should contact. one of the local organisers (Instit.ut 
fiir Mathematik, Universitiit Graz, Heinrichstrasse 36, A-8010 Graz. E-mail: isfe{i:kfunigraz.az.a.t) 

BELGIUM 

25-29 August 1997: Analysis and Logic

Organisers: Teams of Analysis and of Mathematical Logic of the University of Mons-Hainaut. and team of Analysis 
of the University of Paris 6. 
Location: University of Mons-Hainaut (Belgium). 
Subject: Geometry of Banach Spaces, Non-Standard Analysis, Ramsey Theory, Descriptive Set Theory and their 
interactions. 
Program1ne: The programme will include three mini-courses and ten plenary lectures. 
Mini-Courses: C. W. Henson ( Urbana): Nonstandard Analysis and Ultraproducts in Banach Spaces and Functional 
Analysis. A. Kechris (Caltech): On the Interact.ions between Descriptive Set Theory and Analysis, T. Odell (Austin): 
St.ate of the Art in Banach Spaces. 
Organising Committee: R. Deville (Bordeaux), C. Finet (Mons), J.P. Gossez (Bruxelles), C.W. Henson (Urbana), 
C. Impens (Gent), J. Jayne (London), A. Louveau (Paris 6), C. Michaux (Mons), A. Petry (Liege), G. Pisier (Paris 6,
Texas A & M), J. Schmets (Liege), .J. Van Casteren (Antwerpen).
Scientific Committee: M. Boffa (Mons), G. Godefroy (Paris 6, Columbia Missouri), T. Gowers (Cambridge),
B.S. Kashin (Moscow), A. i\lacintyre (Oxford), A. Pelczynski (Warsaw), F. Point (Mons), A.A. Razborov (Moscow),
S. Troyanski (Sofia), L. Tzafriri (Jerusalem).
Registration Fee: Bef 5.000 ($160)
Acconunodation: arranged in t,he university residence (single and double rooms with bathroom) for around Ref
6.000 ($190) including breakfast and lunch.
Contributed P apers: Please contact. the organisers.
Informations: Catherine Finet. and Christian Michaux, UMH, Institut de Mathematique et d'lnformatique, 15
Avenue Maistriau, B-iOOO Mons (Belgique), e-mail : analogli'sunl.urnh.ac.be, Tel. :32-65-373507, 32-65-:351706,
Fax 32-65-373318/,3054, VVebsite: http://sunl.umh.ac.be/-boffa/logicurnh.htm

CZECH REPUBLIC 

Sixth International Spring School 

Nonlinear Aualy8is, Function Spact'8 and Application,; 
Pragm•,, M ay :n - Jmrn 6, Hl98 

The s.ixth 

.in 1978. Hi82. :t9Sii, ]99f), and Hl'.H, ,vilJ Iake 
June f, ) 1.998. 
T'1H:> ,.,ch.ooi ;viH c1.-.r1i,centra.te fHt survt.\V ),:;·c"t1!If�S in cnUccted tn th:.:,. lil:le, .,.rhe invite(i 

.!(! 

K; 

:f'. Cohns ) 



V. G. Maz'ya (Linkoping, Sweden)
L. Pick ( Prague, Czech Republk)

C. Sbordone (Naples. Italy)
H. Triebel ( Jena, Germa.ny)

I. E. Verbitsky (Columbia, MO, USA)
W. P. Ziemer (Bloomington, JN. VSA}

EUR.ONEWS 

will deliver a series of four lectures each. In addition lo the maiu lc·dun·s tlwn· will lw a limited possibility of short 
communications and a post.er sPssion. 
For registration and for furl.her inforrnation please contact .A. E.ufnn (Chairman of the Organizi11g Committee,) or 
L. Pick (Secretary), Mathe.ma.ticai In;;1itule, Academy of Sciences. Zitna 25, 1·15 G7 Pr a.ha 1, Cz,ech Rqwd:,lic; c:··mail
address: pick<:rnmbox.cesnet.cz

FINLAND 

EUROCONFERENCE ON CONFORMAL GEOMETRY AND COMPLEX 
DYNAMICS 

SAARISELKA, FINLAND, JUNE 9 ··· 13, 1997 

The conference will take place at a congress and vacation resort in northern Lapland, well north of the polar circle: 
latitude 68.6° . The event is a continuation of the activity of the earlier EC Hurn an Capital and Mobility network 
Conformal Geometry and Geometric Function Theory. 
The programme will consist of about :.JS invited lectures ,H) min each. A second announcement including prices for 
accommodation and travel arrangements will be delivered by the end of February, 1997. There will be a limited 
amount of resources for young participants from EC countries. 
Organisers: 
Kari Asta.la 
astala@math.jyu.fi 

Ilkka Holopainen 
ih@geom. helsinki. fi 

Seppo Rickman 
rickman r{kc. he lsinki. fi 

For more information, contact either the organisers or the secretary 
Riitta Ulmanen 
fax: +358-9-19123213 tel: +358-9-191228,53 
e-mail: ulmanen@sophie.helsinki.fi
Department of Mathematics
P. 0. Box 4
00014 University of Helsinki, Finland

FRANCE 

XXXVIIth Probability Summer School 

Saint-Flour (Cantal), 7th 23rd July, 1997 

Invited Speakers: 
J. Bnioin, Professeur a !'l.!niversite Paris VI. "Processus de Lh·y''
F. 1fartinelli, Professeur a h'H.'nivernite dell'Aquila (italie), "Gla.uber Dynamics for Lat.lice Spin :vfodels of Statistical
M.echanics"
Y. Peres, Hebrew .Jernsa!e1n, "Probability on Trees" 

(.:c.1ntact 

. Bernard 
U niven,i te Blaise P,,;caJ 

Fti31 Ti /,UBfERE CEDEX 

Tel. {H.7:1.Hl 70 G'.:' or 04.73A0.7CLf>O 
Fax 04.7:i.HJ.71Ud 
[ .. rn.1�il, bcrn,::trd rj_J·,ncfrna __ 
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GEORGIA 

Tbilisi International Centre of �Iathematics and Informatics (TICMI) 

Advanced Course on Pseudodifferential Operators and Their Applications 1 

Date: 25 June-5 July ]997 
Location: TJCMI (Tbilisi) 
Roland Duduchava (University of Tbilisi, Georgia) 

PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL EQUATI()NS ON MANIFOLDS WITH SMOOTH BOUNDARY: 
SOLVABILITY, ASYMPTOTICS OF SOLUTIONS, APPLICATIONS 

Summary: 
Pseudodifferential operators (PsDOs) on manifolds (definition, properties). Boundedness of PsDOs in anisotropic 
Sobolev spaces with weight. Factorilmtion of matrix elliptic symbols and .Fredholm properties of PsDOs. Asymptotics 
of solutions to elliptic systems of pseudodifferential equations. Application to some problems in elasticity. 

B.-Wolfgang Schulze (University of Potsdam, Germany) 

THE PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS FOR SINGULAR AND DEGENERATE OPERA
TORS 

Summary: 
The lectures present the basic methods of PsDOs for solving elliptic and parabolic problems on configurations 
with singularities (conical, edge, corners, cuspidal etc.). Essential tools are the Mellin transform, meromorphic 
operator-val11ed symbols a.nd weighted wedge Sobolev spaces with a.symptotics. The calculus is aimed at constructing 
parametrices or inverses and to illustrate the connection to concrete models in applied sciences. 

Coordin a.tor: George J aia.ni 

ADVANCED COURSE ON THEORY OF ELASTICITY 2 

Date: 16-25 September 1997 
Location: TJCMI Tbilisi 
Veronique Lods, Gerard Tronel ( Universite P. et l\1. Curie, France) 

THREE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELASTICITY 

Summary: 
During the past decades, substantial progress has been made in the mathematical analysis of three-dimensional 
elasticity and in the understanding of the two-dimensional linear and noniinear theories of plates and shells by means 
of the technique of asymptotic analysis. The lectures will thoroughly review these recent developments. 

Tamas Vashakmadze (U niversit_y of Tbilisi, Georgia) 

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF ANISOTROPIC NONHOMO
GENEOUS ELASTIC PLATES AND SHELLS 

Summary: 
Construction of finite models (0..g. such as von Karman, Reissner, Kirchhoff etc) without simplifying hypothE'ses. 
Investigation of problems of error estimation, convergence and effective solvabilit:v of two-dimensional models 
corresponding to the reduction methods (e.g. Theories of Vekua, Babushka). Some similar genNalisations for 
pie1,oelastic and electric elastic plates and shdls. Kew mmierical processes for solving of sonH, two-dim0-nsional 
problems in abo\·e sense. 

Coord in a.tor: .Jaiani 

The;;e cour.,;ci, an, sui!,ablr, for ax!.vauced g:r1.1,d1rnte sl.udent.s or recent Ph.D.'s. Tlw 
to 

(�,)nr:se, L1:�ct.ures ari£.i a,bstr.act.�:t (Yf t,he taH<Ba ,vill be 
:%.ft.er tin.': :\dvaric:ed G-,urse Th(: 
the 1\dva.ncf·d (7ourse, ./\ r1:��:tri(.:r,c,d rnnnb(\i of 

Further infonnation: 

?tnd di.,t.tlbuted aJnong the l�:ctn.rcr,:-:; a,.nd. 
is ,tlJO l.,,:SLl ··1ivhici1 inclnde.;, all !c<::aJ ex.pf:Hs1-;s 

will be aw;ud,id a;rants. 

TlCMl. Velma. Inst.itui.e of Applied M,1th�,matics of Tbiligi St,w 
.a.cnt:t .. g,,, m: 

.F'Jx:00995 ;-12 :�04f39T (rr r]\:l:0099;} :�i2 :1ff.HJ<10 
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GREECE 

Euroconferences 111 Mathematics on Crete 

The Department of Matbem,,tics of th(' University of Cretf' an11ouncf·s the Hrn7 nwferenccs of the series 
Euronmfert'nn,s in Ma.t.Jwmatics 011 CrC:t.e, sponsored hy the Training and :\1obility of Re;;earchers Progra.mml' of 
the Commission of tlw Europi·an llnion. 

Dirichlet Forms and Their Applications in Geomet.ry and Stochastics 

22 28 :June, l 997 

Organisns: J.Jost (Leipzig, Germany), 13..Mosco (Rome, lta.ly), K.T.Sturm (Erlangen, (}ermany) 
Main speakers: .J.Jost. (Leipzig, Germany), vV.Kendall (\V;uwick, f.:nitr,d l{ingdom), U.Mosco \Rome. Ha.ly), 
M.Rockuer (Bielefeld, Germany), K.T.St.urm (Erlangen, Germany)

Non-linear Dispersive Waves: Theory and Applications 

29 June· 5 July. 1997 

Organisers: V.A.Dougalis (Athens. c;reece), A.S.Fokas (London, United h:ingdom) 
Main speakers: .T.L.Bona (Austin, U.S.A.), D.Crighton (Cambridge, United Kingdom). A.Hs (Purdue, t;.S.A.), J.
C.Saut (Paris-Sud, France), V.E.Zakharov (Moscow, Russia) 

The conferences will take place at the Anogia Academic Village, a con fereuce centre located at t.he traditional 
Cretan village of Anogia on the slopes of Mount Ida. Anogia is at an elevation of 750 111, about 45 minutes by car 
from Hera.klion, the largest city of Cret.e, and about half an hour from the nearest point on the coa1,t. The living 
expenses (accommodation plus meals) per day for a person are estimated at about 33 ECU for a douhle room or 
,1;-1 ECU for a single room. The registration fee is 250 ECU. The Training and Mohilit.y of Researchers Programme 
fina.ncia.lly supports young researchers from the countries of the European Economic Area to enable them l.o attend the 
conferences. There will also be some limited funds from other sources available to support participants not belonging 
to the above group. Support can cover (all or certain) travel, living and registration expenses. For information please 
contact the loca.l co-ordinator of the conference series indicated below. 

The series will continue in summer 1998 with t.he following three conferences: 
Groups of finite Morley rank (A.Borovik, Manchester, United Kingdom), 
Galois representations in arithmetic geometry (:M.Ta.ylor, Manchester, United Kingdom), 
Front propagation: Theory a.nd Applications (P.L.Lions, Paris-Dauphine, France). 

The topics of future conferences will be decided by the international ,;cie11tific committee which consi;;ts of: ILAbds 
(Bielefeld, Germa.ny), II.Bauer (Erlangen. Germany), C.Dafrrmos (Brown University, USA), O.Kegd \Freiburg, 
Germany), S.Papadopoulou (Crete, Greece) V.Thomfo (Gi:>tehorg, Sweden), A. Wilkie (Oxford, United Kiugdom). 
The next meeting of the committee will he in Autumn 1997. Suggestions for topics for these conforences i>huuld be 
sent to the local co-ordinator of the series. 

For addit.iona.l information please cont.act the local co-ordinator: 

Su sanu a Pa.pa.dopoulou 
Department. of 1·fat.hema.tics 
r ni verni t.:v of Crett'. 
H"r.tkJion, Cr>"te, CB EECE 
fa.x- �fr.: ,;, l .2:11s Hi 
�··rna.il: so11 r,aua:'thna.t.h. u-::h .gr 

or
! 

f()r tli<:� co:n_J,,.:::r('flC<�:'t of 1.�"J97: 

Athens 1 :'i7 JO, GREECE 
r:-rna.it: 

h .T' .. Sturn, 
iv1 a.t11c·n1 at,i:�ch� :s l tl{" �it tt t 
Li H.tV('rsitilt 
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ITALY 

Scuola Mate1natica Interuniversitaria 

Summer Course In Mathematics - Perugia 1997 

l.n Suurnu,r 1997 graduate courses in mathematics will be organized under the sponsorship of the Italian National 
Re;;ea.rch Council and MVRST, at the University of P<'rugia. Perugia (Italy); the courses will take place between July 
27 and August JO, 1997. 

The courses are direded towards young graduates wishing to study mathematics at a graduate level. 

The list of courses offered if' attached. Each participant is required to choose two courses for a total of 10 hours a 
week of lectures in addition to problem sessions. Daily attendance is compuL5ory for participants. Although written 
tests will be given by the lecturers, fw certification of proficiency will be issued. 

Ten fellowships, of 520.000 Italian lire each, will be available to foreign participants to help cover their living expenses 
during the course. All the participants will be lodged, at no cost, in the Casa dello Studente. Text books, lecture 
notes and photocopies will be provided by the School. 

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE REIMBURSED 

Applications should be sent by mail to the following address 

Professor Graziano GENTILI 
Scuola Matematica Interuniversitaria 
Summer Course in Mathematics 
Via S. Marta IJ/ A 
50139 - Firenze, Italy 

and should reach this address before April JO, 1997. A selection Committee will meet shortly afterwards and all foreign 
applicants will be notified of the result before June 20, 1997. Applications should contain the titles of three courses 
the applicant would like to attend (in order of preference), a brief curriculum vitae and a DETAILED CURRICULUM 
STUDIORUM (including a certificate with the list of university courses taken and corresponding grades). Applicants 
are requested to state if their participation is conditioned by the allotment of a fellowship. They should indicate very 
clearly the exact address to which all correspondence concerning the Summer Course should be mailed. 

Information - Programmes and further information can be found on the \VEB page of SMJ at. the address: 

http://www.iaga.ti.cnr.it/SMI/index.html 

or can be obtained by e-mail at.: 

smi@iaga.fi.cnr.it 

Programmes and further information can also be required by fax at +39-·5,3-475915 or by mail at the address of the 
Scuola Ma.t.ema.tica Jnteruniversitaria (see above). 

List of Cm.n·ses Perugi.a 1997 

-ALGEBRA

-COMPLEX Af\A.f.YSJS

--.NUMERIC/tL ANALYSIS 

-DIFFEH.ENTI.I\L A·J'-I(!�S (JF 
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-ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY

-DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

-INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING
AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

-PROBABILITY

-MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS

-GAMES THEORY

--ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 

Scuola Matematica Interuniversitaria 

Summer Courses In Mathematics - Cortona 1997 

EURONEWS 

Prof. W. Barth, Univ. Erlangen 
(lectures in English) 

Lecturer to be defined 

Prof. A. Segre, Univ. Iowa 
(lectures in Englisl1) 

Prof. P. Protter, Purdue Univ. 
(lectures in Englfah) 

Lecturer to be defined 

Prof. S. Zamir, Hebrew Univ. 
(lect.ures in English) 

Prof. K. Gruenberg, Univ. London 
(lectures in English) 

During Summer 1997 several graduate courses in mathematics will be held, under the sponsorship of the National 
Research Council and MURST, in Cortona at the Scuola Normale Superiore. The courses will take place during the 
periods July 6-July 19, 1997; July 20-August 9, 1997 and August 10-August 30, 1997. 

The courses are directed towards young graduates who would like t.o engage in research in one of the following fields: 

July 6 - July 19 
-NONLINEAR ANALYSIS Prof. A. Ambrosetti (Scuola. Normale Superiore Pisa) - Prof. I. Ekeland (Univ. Paris
IX)
- MATHEMATICAL FINANCE Prof. Prof. P. Boyle (Waterloo Univ.) - Prof. W. Runggaldier (Univ. Padova)

July 20 - August. 9 
-NUMERICAL ANALYSIS Prof. D. Funaro (Univ. Pavia) - Prof. P . .J. van der Houwcn (CWJ Amsterdam)

August 10 - August 30 
-- ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY Prof.A. Vistoli (Univ. Bologna) - Prof. C.H. Walter (Vniv. Nice) 

The possibility of organizing courses in COMBINATORICS (.July 6-19) and PROBABILITY (July 20-August 9) is 
still under investigation. 

Ea.eh participant. is required to choose one topic for a total of 12 hours a week of lectures. 

In addition, the participants themselves will be asked to participate in t h(· problem sessions and in t.he seminars that 
will be be organized in the afternoons. 

Six follows hips, of the duration of two m three weeks ( each consisting of 8-",.UOO ltaJian lire pn weeks) will be available 
to foreign pa.rticipants to help cover I.heir living expenses. Tiw pa.rt.icipants will lw lodged at no cost m t.he Pab.zzone; 
furthermore breakfast a.nd lunch. (the htt!.cr only from Monday through Sa.turdav J will be offerh! by the organization. 
The School will also provide texts books, l,•d.ure notes and photocopies. 

NO TRAVEL EXPENSES WILL BE R:E:IMBURSED 

should be sent n-Htil to the following addre�s: 

Professor (;raziano GENTILI 
Scnola Matemati<·a Interuniven;itaria 
Summer Course in Math(,matics 
Via S. Marta l;J/ A 
SD1.J9 - Firen'.t::f:� 
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Applications for the courses of the first period should reach this address before April 15, 1996; for the for second and 
third period before May 1.5, J 997. 

A selectiou committee will meet shortly afterwards and all foreign applicants will be notified of the result before June 
1. 1997.

Applications should contain a BRIEF CURRICULUM VITAE and a DETAILED CURRICULUM STUDIORUM and 
should indicate which course the candidate would like to follow. Applicants are requested to state if their participations 
is conditioned by the allotment of a fellowship.The exact address to which all correspondence concerning the Summer 
courses has to be mailed should be clearly stated. 

Information - Programmes and further information can be found on the vVEB page of SMI at the address: 
ht.tp:/ /www.iagaJi.cnr.it/S\H/index.html 
or can be obtained by e-mail a.t: 
smirgiiaga.fi.cnr .it 

Programmes and further information can also be required by fax at n. +'39-.5.5-47.591.5 or by mail at the address of 
the Scuola Matematica Interuniversitaria (see above). 

Program of C.I.R.M. (Trento) for the year 1997 

The Chairman of S.M.I. 
(Prof. Graziano Gentili) 

The Centro Internazionale per la Ricerca Matematica (C.I.R.M.) of Trento will organize during the year 1997 the 
following Conferences: 

1. "Methods in Ring Theory", from May 20 to May 2,3 1997, at. the Grand Hotel Bella.vista in Levico Terme
(Trento).
Scientific Organizers: V. Drensky (Sofia), A. Giambruno (Palermo) and S.K. Sehgal (Alberta).
The two main areas covered by the conference will be rings with polynomial identities and group rings. 
Confirmed main lecturers: Y. Bahturin (Moscow), A.A. Bovdi (Debrecen), E. Formanek (University Park), E. Jespers 
(St John's), A.R. Kerner (Ulyanovsk), Z. Marciniak (Warsaw), D.S. Passman (Madison), C. Procesi (Roma I), Y.P. 
Razrnyslov (Moscow), A.E. Zalesskii (Norwich). 
Deadline for applications: March n, 1997. 

2. "Thil'd Italian Conference on Mathematical Finance", from May 26 to May 30 1997, at the IRST in Povo
(Trento).
Scientific Organizers: R. A.vesani (Br0scia), W. Rungga.ldier (Padova) and L. Tubaro (Trento).
Provisional list of speakers: G. Barone-Adesi (Ed1nonton), T. Bjoerk (Stockholm), F. Delbaen (Ziirich), P. Embrechts
(Ziirich), Ivf Frittelli (Mila.no), H. Gernan (Paris Dauphine and A. Grornd (Marseille), J. Ja.cod (Paris VT),
F. Jamshidian (London), .\L Jeanblanc-Picque (Evry), E. Jouini (Malakoff), '{. Kabanov (Besan<;;on), D. Lamberton
(Noi8y-Le-Grand), C. MMtini (Sophia-,\ntipolis), F. !lforiconi fPerugia.), J\L Musida !. F. Orl.u
E. Platen (Canberra.), S. Pliska (Chic:1go), M. Pon(i,0r M. PratdJi \V. 
Sondci:rnann L 1\L "Li.ksar (Stony Brook), D. l, T. Vorst 
I nforiTl_at.ic>ns� pro2_;ra.1ns a.:nd. 

,, 
�J. ·• 
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Mordukhovich (Deiroit). J. Mi.iller (Tiibingen), B. Piccoli (Trieste), M. Quincampoix (Brest), F. Ra.mpa.zzo (Padova.), 
P. Saint-Pierre (Pari& Da.uphiae), A. Schiattino (Roma II), l\. Seube (Brest), C. Siuestrari (Roma lfl. S. Stojanovic
(Cincinru1t.i), V Veliov (Wien), R.H. V inter (London), J. Zabczyk (Wars,1w). S. Za.gatti (Trieste), T. Zolezzi (Grnova).

Deadli11e for applications: April 30, 1997. 

4. "Complex Analysis and Geometry - XIII", from June 10 to .June J 3 191)7. at the Grand Hotd Bella.vista in
Levico Terme (Trento).
Scientific Organizers: V. Ancona (Firenze) and A. Silva (Roma 1).

Deadline for applications: April 30 1997. 

5. "lvlathe1natics in the Acadernies'', in au t.umu 1997.
Scientific Organizers: E. Giusti ( Firenze) and L. Pepe (Ferrara).

For further information and applications please contact: 

Mr. A. Micheletti - Secretary of CIRM 
Centro Internazionale per la Ricerca 1\rfatematica 
Istituto Trentino di Cult.ura 
38050 Povo (Trento) 
Tel. +39-461-881628 - Telefax +39-461-810629 - e-mail: michelet@science.unitn.it. 

Meeting of Italian Research Groups on Mathematics Education 

Each year since 1980, the Italian Research Groups on Mathematics Education have met to compare their researches 
and results. Usually each meeting was concerned with the work of one school level at a time. Two years ago, it was 
decided to organise a meeting every t.wo years which would cover the work of both primary and middle school levels. 
This year, from lOth to 12th April, the second meeting of this kind will take pla.ce in Salsornaggiore Terrne (Parma). 
The theme is "From the space of the child to the space of geometry" and the sub-themes are the following; 

1 The problem of the space: 
- real space - geometrical space
- figural space - conceptual space
- drawing and geometry

2 Euclidean geometry:
- analytical representation

geometrical transformations
- the problem of measure

3 Natural language, languages of geometry and didactical soHware 

Moreover, "vertical" (primary and middle school) working groups have been established to discuss some common 
problems - for example: "real space - geometrical space: how to manage the two a.spects?". 

For information, contact Lucia Grugnet.ti - Dipa.rtimento di Matematica - via. D'Azeglio 85 - I 43100 Parma - fax :rn
521 902.350 - e mail Grugnetti@PRMAT.Math.UNIPR.IT 

SPAIN 

Research Conference On 

Nmnber Theory and Arithmetical Geometry: Arithmetical Applications of 
lVIodular .Forms 
San Feliu de Guixols, Spnl:u. 24 .. 29 

Chairman: G. ( 
Vic,!-Chairman: .l.B, Bost (BuresJ 

1997 

Sd�mtific conmiiHee: P (!iiir(:dona). J. Coates (Ca.mbridge, England), L. Merd 

Preliminary Programme 
Au part of a.ril.hmd:ic geon1eLry 
gr(fHf' of Q ,�th.ich a.riar· its a<::ho:n f>n 

_l D.B. (Bonn) 
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of these representations with diophilnt.ine problems. During the last 20 yeilrs it became obvious that modular forms 
play a rery prominent role in this theory (cf. results of Gross-Zagier, Kolyvagin, Merel and most recently of \Viles 
about the· Taniyama conjecture). These results open the way to come nearer to the famous conjecture of Birch and 
Swinnerton-D.ver for elliptic curves over Q which predicts that all important data of such a cur...-e is co11tained in 
the analytic behaviour of it.s L-series. Moreover the result of Wiles possibly can be used to get an overview of all 
t.wo-dirnensional representations of a certain important type of the Galois group of Q (Serre'::, conjecture).
Key words: Serre 's conjecture, deformation t.heory of Galois representations, application to diophantine problems,
homology of modn lar curve&, modular theory over function fields, applications to coding theory and cryptography.

Invited speakers 

V. Abrashkin (l\foscow), E. Rayer-Fluckiger (Besan<;ou), G. Bockle (Essen), N. Boston (lirbaua), .J. Cremona (Exeter).
H. Darmon (Montreal). F. Diamond (Cambridge, USA), E. de Shalit (Jerusalem), E. Ka.ni (Kingston), G. van der
Geer (Amsterdam), M. Hindry (Paris). A. Krat1s (Paris), I. Kiming (Copenhague), R. Murty (Kingston), P. Parent
(Renues), R. Pink (Mannheim), J. Quer (Barcelona), H.-G. Riick (Essen), R. Schoof (Amsterdam), R. Sujatha
(Bombay), S. Vladuts (Moscow)



PROBLEM CORNER 

Problem Corner Paul Jafota, Werkvolkstr. 10, D-91126 Scl1wabach, Germany 

For t'f'asous beyond out' control, the prolJ!em.g in this article haN' not bn:n ,Aii.ed in the usual way. 

A Ouantmu leap for co-operation in Mathematics 

The benefit of mathematical journals in fostering student h1tt!rest 

Interest iu ::\fat.hematics appears to be increasing. Commendable effort;; in making mathematics better known have 
now brought forth a wide diversity of mat.hematica! journals. But the favour of t,he public can be as ephemeral as 
snow in March: old-established mathematical journals disappear from the scene just as new titles emerge. 

The editorials of these publications teud to follow a pattern: 'VVelcome to a new and excit,ing adventure!' Yet despite 
these slightly pretentious words one cannot avoid admitting that many of these new magazines, such as QUANTUM, 
MATHEMATICS and INFORl'liATICS QUARTERLY or SAMASYA, can be fun to read. They do not, however, 
concentrate solely on mathematical games and trivia - their intentions are more serious and the subtext, is that 
'reading requires work'. In these times where isolation of our youth is increasing and interpersonal relations are 
withering, these magazines also highlight the benefits of working with others, In fact, many of these journals provide 
an adequate, but hardly used, means of nurturing mathematically gifted students. In recent times much effort has 
been devoted to the improvement of mathematics teaching at all levels; it is only natural to look for fresh means of 
discovering and developing dormant a.bilities in mathematics. 

Three publications which could help in widening the mathematical horizon of keen young people ( and of those kept 
young through problem solving!) have recently appeared. The first, Mathematics & Informatics Quarterly (M&IQ), 
is an international journal: published in Singapore, financed from the USA and supported by The Inst,itute of 
Mathematics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and The Union of Bulgarian Mathematicians. M&IQ is brought 
out in one volume of four issues per year and contains articles, notes, problems and solutions in school mat.hematics. 
The editors are particularly interested in reaching science-oriented student-readers, for whom most of the pieces are 
written, but they are equally intent on having the support of teachers. The publishers hope that many parents of 
school-age children will learn about this quarterly and urge t.heir youngsters to become regular readers. 

M&IQ is an English language publication. The choice of language dictated by the fact that, in scientific circles, 
English is fast becoming dominant. Consequently, it is to the students' advantage to master this language as early 
as possible, at least in a scientific context. This is especially true in mathematics and in the study of computer 
programming and algorithmic reasoning. 

In addition to articles, Mathematics and Informatics Quarterly featurns a variety of problems which should challenge 
even the most: advanced students and help prepare beginners for more ambitious goals in the years ahead. In 
particular, its readers will have an opportunity to take part in the International Mathematics Talent Search (IMTS), 
whose USA equivalent attracts nearly 300 students each year. (I will give a detailed description of IMTS in this 
Corner in the future.) It is hoped that the journal will help build an international network of 'prohlemists' - both 
students and professionals - and provide them with the opportunity of experiencing the excitement. of international 
competitions without having to leave the comfort of their homes. Finally, the editors hope their readers will assist 
in making t.he publication truly successful by sending in t.heir commE·nts, suggestions for future improvements, and 
ideas for promoting it world-wide. 

The second .new publication is th{· Indian Sama,;ya, (The word s,imasya refers to a tra.dition in Sanskrit. literatun, 
where.in part of a or a quad.et is to be compkt.ed in the same metn�. a is a triennial journal devoted 
to problem-solving in ma.thematic,;; aimed at ;;t,udents in their final two ye;u-s of school or junior college and perli.aps 
aJ;,;o ;;t11de11ts in H1(" first or second yf:ar of an undngrnd.uate prngrammc builds 011 the gr,,al interest 
in ().I in mat!tern:itk;,; in .lndiit: aware,H.ss about th(, 1ndian ;,.;atim.,al Mal.hematics as it 

for 

Qf a!l ex:m1ination deUi'.tcts from the 

tlrnt n:a1kr;; wiH find tbe "'·''"•'""'", 
Gf mathemati,:a! 

and Tlns criticism is nnt w11 hout 
fmrndalion J"t anyor,e familiar with !he l"<'dtoris of the Amcrir.:1111 Mathen;atical J\fout.hly ,ind Matlwmat.ics 

will lu,ve 51:<'n 111 first J,,,nd !tow n 
th€ ed.iti..>ri"' h;n;e tl1.a,t .:,,!t.n.i.iat \V.ll, 

So 
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The last of our trio of publications is glossy and demands attention: Welcome to Quantum! This journal is based on 
the fo.rnous h'. vant., the H.ussian-langllage magaziue for secondary school students and is published by Springer- Verlag. 
A sizeable expert board has been given contrnl over Quantum, which ma.kes strong claims for its pre- eminence in 
its mark(:t. niche. The project of puhlishing Quantum was spearheaded by Bill G. Aldridge, Executive D ired.or, 
11nd Edward D. Lozansky, co-ordinator, of the Mathematics and Science Institutes of the National Science Teachers 
Association. Three t.op scholars act a..,; its chief editors: Academician Yuri Ossipyan, a physicist who is vice president 
of the Academy of Sciences of the CSSR, a.nd editor-in-chief of the sister publication K vant; Dr Sheldon Lee Glashow, 
a professor of physics at Harvard Fnin:rsity wlw has taught at summer science and mathematics institutes for gifted 
high school students for many years and who was awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1979 and, finally, Fields 
l\1edallist Dr William P. Thu rstou, a professor of mathematics at Princeton University, who is personally committed 
to motivating academically gifted students. 

\Vorking with the American Associat.ion of Physics Teachers and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 
an<l in co-operation with the Russian Academy of Sciences, the editors intend to produce a magazine of the highest 
quality. 'They expect Quantum to provide interesting and stimulating material for inquisitive, bright young people 
of a.II countries. The staff of the American counterpart of Kvant enjoy working closely with the members of the 
a<lvisory boards, who are scientists, mathematicians, and teachers of the highest calibre. They will provide support 
in selecting translations from K vant, soliciting original material and reviewing it for technical accuracy. They hope 
that the magazine will inspire in the reader the sense that the pursuit of scientific truth is a grand and never-ending 
adventure. Both the American and Russian editorial staff hope that. co-operation between Ouantnm and Kvant will 
result in the simultaneous publication in English and Russian of issues with almost the same content so that Russian 
and American high school students will be working on the same subjects at the same time, competing peacefully 
and co··operating in the spirit of the present rapprochement between these two great countries. Quantum is just 
the first of a number of co-operative projects undertaken by US and Russian science and education organisations. 
Young readers are invited to take part in some of the student exchanges planned, and it is hoped their teachers will 
participate in teacher-interchanges. 

Reading Kvant or Quantum isn't always easy, but a reader who really likes science will surely find it exciting. The 
magazine contains recreational material, lively illustrations, humour and amusing anecdotes from the history of 
science. But its core, and main source of interest, consists of articles in physics and mathematics that require no little 
thought to be understood. Certainly a lot of brain work and some paperwork are required to solve the problems in the 
Problem Corner, intended for those who like Olympiads and other problem-solving competitions. But few experiences 
can match the intense 'I've got it!' feeling that comes when one has solved an intricate problem or grasped a profound 
idea! 

These new journals are not particularly novel, only the packaging has changed. The progenitor of all present- time 
popular mathematical magazines is undoubtedly the Hungarian Matematikat es Fizikai Lapok, the journal of the 
Mathematical and Physical Society (of Hungary), which was first published in 1894. In an eulogy to that grand old 
periodical, no less a person than Gabor Szego used these, rather progressive, words: The intensive preoccupation 
with interesting problems of simple and elementary character and the effort of finding clear and complete answers 
gave ... a new experience, the taste of creat.ive intellectual adventure. Thus the young readers were bound finally 
and unalterably to the jealous mistress that mathematics is. The main road was charted for life". Perhaps we could 
also recall the adage oft.he great German mathematician Leopold Kronecker who compared his profession with lotus 
eaters: ,, Wer einmal von dieser Kost etwa.s zu sich genommen hat, kann nie mehr davon !assen". (He who has once 
tasted of this fruit can never more forswear it.) 

It is a matter of great pleasure to pick out two questions from each of the pu blicat.ions described above as the problems 
set for this i...s.sue. 

Q.6:3 Someone has a rectangular block of wood of size a x bx c. where a, h and c are integers, and a < b < c.
Ifo paints the surface oft.he block. cuts ii into unit cubes, and notices that. exactly half t.he cubes are completely 

Find th,� nmnbcr of different blocks wii.h this property. 

sdls its. own hra.nd of frm.ini It ha<1 heen discovered. th.at when it 
in !he loc!l.( newspaper, ptzza r·ise io $ 300 on the following $ 5 per 

until profit.;; becurne $ ..'(HJ per day. 
How oft{'!J should new;,paper be done 1o maximise profi 1. if !,he cost of advertising i.s $ 40 each 
done? Assume that initially the s!on- ,1.:alises )ii :mu prnfiL 

I.kl.er.mine a.l! 

time it is 
(M8!(l) 
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Q.66 In a regular n-sided polygon A1A2 ... An, the side lengths are related as follows:

Determine the value of n. (Samasyb) 

Q.67 The side lengths x, y, z of a triangle are integers, and one of its altitudes is equal to t.he sum of the at.her
two. Prove that x2 

+ y2 + z2 is the square of an integer. (Q1umtu.m) 

Q.68 A function f satisfies the equation fl:i.: + 1) + f(x - i) = V2f(x) for ail real x. Prnve that this function is
periodic. ( Qtiantum) 

We now turn to readers' solutions to problems given in the Corner of Newsletter No.21. Dr J.N. Lillington,

Winfrith Technology Centre, Dorchester, is first under starters orders. 13y t.he way, you are reminded that no question 
is ever permanently closed. The editor is always pleased to consider for publicat;ion new solutions or new insights on 
past problems. 

Q.54 A positive integer is called nice if the equation x2 
+ lly2 = n has a solution in integers x and y.

(i) Prove that if n is nice, then so is 15n.
(ii) Prove that if 3m is nice (where m is a positive integer), then so is 5·,n.

Solution (i) if n is nice then a solution in integers exists to

x2 
+ lly2 

= n.

Also we have 
22 

+ 11.12 
= 15.

This together yields 15n = (22 
+ ll.12 )(x2 

+ 11y2 ) = (2x + lly)2 
+ l l(x - 2y)2 :=} 15n is nice, too. 

(ii) We note also 15n = (2x - lly)2 
+ ll(x + 2y)2 .

If 3m is nice, then by (1) there exists a imlution to

45m = (2x + l ly)2 
+ 11(.i:: - iy)

2 

and 45m = (2x - 11y)2 
+ 11(.r + 2y)2 . 

If ,c = 0 mod 3, then y ::=. 0 mod 3 since 3m is nice and 

21; ± lly 2 £ ± 211 2 

5m = ' + 11--_.': c1,cd. 
3 3 

ff :r.: = l mod :J and y = l .rnod J or :r: = :.! mod :3 ,md y ':::: 2 mod 3 t!wn 

J' .. 

(1) 

(2) 

(:J) 

(4) 

A. B
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A 

x 

First Solution (Maurice Bremond, Avignon) 

On a: a;?: bet a;?: c:::;, X E petit arc BC, d'ou LAXB = LAXC = f. 

Ensuite: 

a) b = c {:::=:?- X = 28t;C -:.:.i = milieu, du petit arc BC, alors

cosj = ! = � = � =} � + f = � = 1 = ; =}a= b + c.

b) b :/:: c {:::=:?- X =p 28+;C-.4 (notation de GRASSMANN); alors, d'apres
le theoreme d'AI Ka:ichi (,, cosine rule" en Angiais) on obtient:

AB2 = a2 + b2 -2ab cosf = a2 + b2 -abet AC2 = a2 
+ c2 -ac. 

A vec AB2 = AC2 on a a2 
+ b2 -ab = a2 

+ c2 -ac {:::=:?- ab -ac = b2 -c2 

{:::=:?- ab -ac = b2 -c2 {=::;, a(b -c) = (b + c)(b -c) ,;=::::} a= b + c

Second solution (Claudio Bernardi, Dipartirnento di Matematica, Univaersita La Sapienza, Roma) 
He gives a ,,proof without words" and provides evidence of the statement through a diagram that helps the observer 

see why it may be true. Of course, proofs without words are not really proofs; some consider such visual arguments to 
be of little value. But to counter this viewpoint I want to quote Paul Halmos, who stated, speaking of Solomon Lefschetz 
( editor of the Annals): ,,He saw mathematics not as logic but as pictures 11• And we are in good company. Proofs 
without words have become regular features in the journals published by the Mathematical Association of America -
notably Mathematics Magazine and the College Mathematics Journal. 

Note that the illustrated proof refers to the non-trivial case 
(i.e. point X isn't coincident with a vertex).. 

In accordance with the accompanying figure we have: 
arc AX= arc GP and 
XA+XC=XH+PB= XH+HB=XB. 

Also solved by Nico Lorentz and Dr J.N. Lillington. 

Q 55. Suppose that a, b, c, d, e and fare six different integers. 
Find the least possible value of 
(a -b) 2 

+ (b-c) 2 
+ (c-d) 2 

+ (d-e)2 
+ (e -!)2 

+ (f-a)2 • 

First Solution 

c 

x 

This is the first time students are involved in the Corner. The following solution was provided by Alessandro 
Guiliani and Francesco Salvadore, both attending a high school at Rome. My thanks go to Marco Isopi and 
Stefano Marchiafava (Dipartimento di Matematica frtituto 'Guido Castelrwovo', Unit·ersita degli Studi di Roma 'La 
Sapienza') for fo1·war·ding it to me. The latter are conducting an ongoing problem seminar open to all mathematically 
gifted students from Rome or its vicinity. One problem each month is sent to interested young problemi.,;ts and they 're 
solicited to submit nice solutions. Out of 22 students 15 have taken advantage of this opportunity. An enterprise 
worthy of imitation, isn't it? If there is any othe1· endeavour of that kind, please let me know! 

:n 

Let 5' = (a -
and S1 = !,; ·-·

+ (b

+ lb-·

+ (c - d)2 +(d ... e)2 +
+ !c ··· d! + jd ... e! + !e -

-!)").+ 
+ lf ... a!.
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\\'e make use of the arithmetic--mean-geometric-mean inequality and get 

Now we arrange the integers in a line, and if we imagine to travel from the smal!t'Sl, integer to every other 
including the largest and then return to t.he first, we see that 51 must be at least 10. This gives :., ?: Hi.666 ... 

Since 8 must be an even integer, its value is at least 18. 
In fact, for a = 0, b = 2, c = 4, d = 5, e = 3, f = 1, one get:s S = 18. 
'vVe remark that. all other solutions are obtained from the given one by adding the same integer lo a, b, c, d, f' and 

f respectively or by circular permutation and reflection (i.e. consideration of the same integers in reverse order). 

Second Solution (Nico Lorentz) 

Notons S (as above). A l'aide de l'identite 

on obtient: 

S = -2 - [(a - b)(b- a)+ (b- c)(c - a)+ (c - d)(d- a)+ (d - e)(e - a)+ (c - f)(f - a)]

?: 2 - [la - bi.lb- al+ lb - cl.le- al+ le - di.Id - al+ Id - el.le - al+ le - !I-If - al] 

Cornme a, b, c, d, e, f sont six entiers distincts, chacune des valeurs absolues int.ervenant ci-dessus est superieure 
ou egale a 1. D'ou en particular S � 2 - [lb - al + le - al + Id - al + le - aj + If - aj). 

La somrne figurant clans les crochets est ega.le a la somme des distances des entiers b, c, d, e, fa l'entier a. Elle 
est superieure ou egale a 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 9 vu que les six entiers a, b, c, d, c, f sont <lislincls. ]You 8?: 18. 

Mais S = 18 est obtenu par example pour a = 3, b = l, c = 2, d = 4, e = 6, f = 5. Ainsi l8 est la vakur 
minima.le pour 8. 

Also sofoed by Maurice Bremond and Dr .J .N. Lillington. 

Q.56 Three schools, Auchterturrn Academy, Bridge of Greetin Grammar School and Cra.skie Castle High School
had a recent. athletics meeting, at. which each school had just one competitor in each cw,nt.. 1'he competitors scored 
points depending on their places, with first > second > third > 0. 

pts. 
At the end of the meeting Craskie won with 22 pts, whilst Aucht.crtrn-ra and Bridge of Gr,�din each ,:cored �) 

If J\uchtcrt.urra won the high jump, who w011 the lt)00 rnetrcs? 

Solution (Nico Lorentz) 
Not ons n, b, c Jes points dist.ribm's a chaque {,prcuvc, ( n, b, c) E N::., l = u + b + c, nlc nornbre d'cµncuves. 
Des domief'� il tlecoulc qiw 

(L) (,:; <b l<::a
('2) n >· '.J

cc! t.e 

n.t- == 1J .. + :) +· :10
9 :2.: {i + ,� ·-·

'22 $ ( .; .. .'.�
V t! ( I. '! ·o:n ft l .. <: :1 ··t '2 ·+ '.1 :::� l\ t;,t a':\.-1-�f
(:o�n n:H:' ( > C,0 a f. -m j �=: (t -t,· fa et
Ain,:i F•J foermit 12 :_,:: (n .. _ +,,-t-6::(n 

tHl a. 10--· 1! /� 0. 

I., ·, 
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Pour n = 5, ( 4) donne a -::;; 9 - 4c :s; S et donne 22 :s; 4a + b :s; 5a. D'o11 11 = 5 et b + c = f; - a = 8 - 5 = 3, soit 
par (l ), b = 2 et. c = I. 

Le detail des scores realises (sans tenir compt.c de l'ordre de dfroulement des epreuves!) est ainsi donne par: 
9 = 1 + l + l + 1 + 5 ( A uchterturra took third place in all eventR c,rcept the high jump), 
9 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 ( B,·idge of Gn,etin came !!econd in every event e:rccpt the high jump, where they were third), 
22 = 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 2 ( Cra.skie won cve,·y event except Uie high jump, and in particular won the 1 .500 mclrcs). 

That completes t.he Corner for this issue. The Olympiad Sea.1mn i;; fast appro;:iching. Please collect. your contest.s 
and send !,hem to me. Abo spend some time solving problem1:, and send me your nice solutions as well a« Olympiad 
(jontest material. 

Finally, propose problems for which readers will send in solutions. Proposals should, whenever possible, be 
accompanied by a solution, references, and other insights which are likely to be of help for the editor. They can he 
anything from elementary to advanced, from easy to difficult. Original problems are pa.rticularly sought. So, please 
submit any interest.ing problems you came across, especially those from (problem) books a.rid contests that. are not 
easily accessible. But other interesting problems may also be acceptable provided they are not too well known and 
references are given as to the provenance. I hereby invite my readers to share them with their colleagues and students. 

I welcome your input! 

24 
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BRIEF REVIE\VS 

Editf:d by focm Nctul.:a fmd Vladimir Souc-<:k. Books ,mbmilff:d for rcvinv .�hould be sent to the followmg ad<fress: Imm 
Nduka. Ml;,UK, Sokolot•sk1l SS, 186 00 f'mlw 8, Czech Rcpnblic. 

J .Bertoin: .Levy ProceBses, Cambridge Tra.ct,; in 
Mathematics, vol.121, Cambridge Univ<'rsity Prest', 
Cambridge, 1996, x+265 pp., GBP :35.00, JSBN 0-521-
56243-0 

Levy processes are stochastic process<"s with i ndcpendcnt 
and stationary increments; t.hat. is. roughly speaking, 
wit.l1 random walks in continuous time, and, in this 
book, in Euclidean spaces. Thus Levy processes are 
an adequate model for numerous processes in the real 
world and are applied in queues, insurance, dams 
and finance. Their interest for mathematicians lies 
also in their elegant, mathematical theory, utilising 
methods of both probability theory and analysis ( e.g. 
potential theory and regular variation). The elegance of 
the theory is convincingly documented by the present, 
book. The exposition starts with a short review of 
material needed in the sequel on infinitely divisible laws, 
Poisson processes, martingales, Brownian motion and 
regular variation. Chapter I studies Levy processes 
in the framework of Markov processes, Chapter II in 
relation to potential theory. Chapt.er III is devoted 
to su bordinators, i.e. to increasing Levy processes, 
especially to properties of their sample paths. Local time 
and excursions of Markov processes are the contents of 
Chapter IV; Chapter V specialises this topic to Levy 
processes. Fluctuation theory is treated in Chapter VI, 
with special emphasis on arcsin laws for Levy processes. 
Chapter VII is devoted to Levy processes with no 
positive jnmps, Chapter VIII to stable processes. At the 
end of each chapter there are (theoretical) <:>xercises anrl 
a sect.ion called Comments, I.hat giveis a brief account. 
of the history of the respective mal,f'ria,l and reft:rences 
to related results. The list of refereuo,s compris,;s more 
than 300 items. This nice book will be a.ppreciated by 
both probabilists and analysts. (vd) 

W.Rudin: The Way I Remember It, History of
Mathematics, vol.12, American Mat.hematical Society,
Provid(,nce, 1997, ix+191 pp., GBP 22.00, ISBN 0-821-
806:B-5

Th.is book consist;, of two pa.rts. The first ons: .. ar.cessible 
io a rwrHna.themat,iciau, present& \V. Rmiin's me,nories 
nbou t his boy hood in Vii,m:a in !.he 
twenties ,wd tltirtirn, and lif,., for hi� Wm!d 

re::<:oHf:ctlonH and dcai;cri bes ,vhtd, the� lA'orld i1.ras H ke 
tin,,:; and !1i1:- own lifr:. Th€ pos! ... 

at M.1 
.is described rathEr briefly 

i:Pithor sa.ys that "th�re is no 
in de1;ail what w, did for the nc�.L :n

<,f \/'lr.,i:"\-CC1.nsir1)
1 

so that thf:· fruitful an.d 

int.eresting part of Rudin 's life is recorded on a fow lines 
only. I personally would like to read much more about 
t.hat period.) The second part of the book is devoted 
t.o mat.hematics: samples of Rudi11 's work on power 
series, trigonometric series, harmonic aaalysis, topology, 
function algebra,; and functions of several complex 
variables. The description is in the Rudin style: clear, 
elegant, brief and attrad.ive - understandable also to 
non-analysts. There is a nice chapter called � Misteaks� 
(on mistakes in mathematics) and I found particularly 
interesting (among other things) his personal comments 
on the continuum hypothesis (p.159). I regret that a 
list of Rudin's papers and books and a name index were 
not included. It is a real pleasure to read this book and 
to admire the charming personal style we have come to 
know from Rudin';.; textbooks, monographs and articles. 
The book is strongly recommended not only to analysts, 
but also to all mathematicians as well as historians. (in) 

J .-E.Bjork: Analytic V-Mo<lules and Applica
tions, Mathematics and Tts Applications, voJ.2,f7, 
h]uwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, 1993, xiii.+581
pp., GBP 162.00, ISBN 0-79'.2-:12111-6

Analytic V-module theory treats holomorphic diffeI
ent.ial systems on complex m.•1nifolds, presented by 
bounded complexes of sheaves of modules over the sheaf 
of rings Vx of holomorphic differential operators on a 
given complex manifold X. The first chapter "The sheaf 
Vx. and its modules" is devoted to the construction and 
basic properties of differential operator.�. The next one 
''Operations on D-modules" studies bounded complexes 
of Dx-mod ules and how to perform various operations. 
The properties of holonomic V-modules are inn,st.igated 
in chapters " Holonomic D-mod ules", "Ddigne modulc>s'" 
,tnd ., Regula.r ho!onomic V-moduies". Cha.pt.er 6 deals 
with b- fouctious and the last, two wurk with distributions 
and regular holonomic syst(�rns and microdifferential op
erators. One t.hird of the book is devoted to the appli
cations to several branches of mathematics like df'rivcd 
i::ategorie;;. shc·af theory, fi.ltered riugs, homologirn.J algic'
hra, complex awdytic gcmndry and ,�ympleci.ic 

(l.b) 

!vl.Adan1s, V.Gullemin: Measure Theory and 
Probability, Birkhiiu;;ei. Bost.on, El9(�, xh+::107i r.,p., 
Div! 48.0H, lSBN 0-;-117-fi'.'.\>584 .. 9, ISHJ,.; :1-iiH-;r:1884-Ci 

each 
efforts of A.\. 
f0Hnthi.1<H1 for t.be d,·tss1c;i.i cak11l11;; 
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Though hesitating a little about probability theory 
being "the only way" to provide a measure theory 
c<mrse with applications, we welcome the authors' 
idea and the book itself as a ne,ttly written standard 
undergraduate textbook on measure and integration 
with some excursions made to tlie mathematics of 
probability theory. It would be incorrect to assume that 
the book provides a good comprehensive introduction 
t,o probability theory: it provides "only" correct proofs 
to some of its cornerstone Iheorems. The reader is 
therefore warned that the second part of the title of 
the book may be somewhat misleading. Probability 
theory is a colourful and complex mathematical science 
that cannot be introduced simply as a motivation, or 
even as an example, within some other mathematical 
discipline. To do so would deny the subject its own 
sources of motivation and its wealth of applications, 
The main subjects 1,reated in the book are measure 
theory (randomness, measure); integration (measurable 
functions, Lebesgue and Riemann integration, Fubini 
theorem, random variables and their expectations, 
independence, the law of large numbers); Fourier 
analysis (£1 , C2 -spaces, Hilbert space, Fourier integral, 
the central limit theorem). The Appendices treat metric 
spaces, £P-spaces and non-measurable sets. (jste) 
R.Carter, G.Segal, I.Macdonald: Lectures on Lie
Groups and Lie Algebras, London Mathematical
Society Student Texts 32, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 1995, viii+l90 pp., GBP 13.95, ISBN 0-521-
49579-2, ISBN 0-521-49922-4
Symmetries play a key role in many parts of
mathematics. Lie groups and algebraic groups
form a cross-road of group theory, algebraic and
differential geometry, number theory, global analysis
and theoretical physics. A written version of lectures
given by R.Carter, G.Segal and I.Macdonald at an
LMS-SERC Instructional Conference on this topic
(Lancaster, 1993) is hence a welcome addition to
the literature. The book retains the flavour of oral
lectures and leads readers through ma.in highlights in
a quick and understandable way. The first part (by
R,\V.Carter) describes the Killing-Cartan classification
of simple Lie algebras, uses Verma modules for a
construction of their finite dimensional representations
and ends with a description of the da;;;sification of
finit{, simple Li<' grmtps. T!ie part written by G.
Segal concentrates mainly on, repr,'sentation theory,
You can find here key re,mhs iHustra.ted by most

of the 
Heisn1berg group, The last part (by !MacdonaJd) 
cont.;,.ins an introduction to linear ,ilgcbraic gwups 
the hi.ghiight is the �:h"sifkation !,heon;m for (Ofl nectc<l 
u:d nci.i v;, groirps ow,r a11 do,o.f·d It is 

a charming small booklet useful for anybody wanting to 
pick up quickly well chosen essential points in the field. 
(vs) 
H.Upmeier: Toeplitz Operators and Index 
Theory in Several Complex Variables, Operator 
Theory, Advances and Applications, vol.81, Birkhauser, 
Basel, 1996, 490 pp., DM 198.00, ISBN 3-764-35282-5, 
ISB'N 0-817-65282-5 
This is probably the first book to give a systematic 
treatment of Toeplitz operators on domains in several 
complex variables, the c• -algebras they generate, and 
their index theory. The first chapter recalls the necessary 
background material from several complex variables, 
PDEs, and algebra (pseudoconvexity, holomorphic faces 
and the Shilov boundary, &-Neumann problem, Jordan 
triple systems). In the second chapter the author 
introduces the Hardy and the ( weighted) Bergman 
spaces over domains in e

n and establishes their basic 
properties. Chapter 3 studies the multiplier c• -algebras 
and their representations. Chapter 4 constitutes the 
core of the book and is devoted to a systematic study 
of the c• -algebras generated by Toeplitz operators; 
a discussion of the necessary material on Hopf and 
groupoid c• -algebras is also included. Using these 
results, the final Chapter 5 treats the index theory of 
multivariable Toeplitz operators: after reviewing the 
basics of K-theory, the author introduces a refined 
generalisation of the usual Fredholm index (taking values 
in vector bundles) and the exposition culminates by 
deriving index formulas for these Fredholm indices. In 
each chapter, the discussion is carried out separately 
for the Hardy and the Bergman cases, and special 
attention is paid to domains with smooth boundary 
or with a sufficiently rich automorphism group, for 
which our understanding is at present most complete 
( e.g. the strictly pseudoconvex, symmetric, Reinhardt, 
and tubular domains), The exposition is very lucid and 
well wriUen. The prerequisites for studying the book 
are a basic knowledge of Hilbert space operator theory 
and elementary theory of c• -algebras; all necessary 
additional material is carefully reviewed prior to its 
usage in order to make the book self-contained. The 
book can be well recommended to any analyst interested 
in this field. ( me) 
C.B.Thomas (Ed.): Contact and Sympletic Ge
ometry, Publications of the Newton lnstitute, Cam
bridge Univf!rsity Cambridge, 1996, xviii+310 pp.,
GBP :37 ISBN 0-521-57086-7
This i,, a collection of B ari.icks an 
:3-dimen-;iona.l contact ,wd +·dimensional 
gemnetry, {rmn the adivit.ies of i.lw 
haa<; Nr·wton lllstituk i.n, in t.he second 
half of 199,! all<l their aim is to make :J1<, rearli,r 
familiar with recent advances in t.he field The whole 
collection seem� to tlf extraordinarily succesi,;ful in 

ih.i� aim 1 The paper� are very 
w ri1 t.::n: onrc nw see th<'ir rnoi.in1tion and rdatioris 



with other branches of geometry and topology. and 
the papers oft:en contafo results that have not been 
published before. lt ca.u be expected that this collection 
will arouse a lot of int.e.rest, even among specialists 
in other fields of mathem.atics. The book begins 
with an introducdon written hy C. R Thomas, and 
is then divided into two parts: Part /\. Ceometric 
Methods and Part B. Syrnplectic Invariants. (Part 
B is concerned primarily with Floer ( co )homology.) 
The contents are as follows. Part A.: F. Lalonde. 
D. McDuff: J-cnrves and the da.ssification of rational
and ruled symplectic 4-manifolds; Y. h:arshon: Periodic
Hamiltonian flows on four dimensional manifolds;
C. B. Thomas (based on lectures of Y. Eliashberg
and E. Giroux): :J-dimensional contact geometry;
H. Geiges, J. Gonzalo: Topology and analysis of contact
circles; H. Hofer, K. Wysocki, E. Zehnder: Properties
of pseudoholomorphic curves in syrnplectisation IV: 
Asymptotics with degeneracies: K. Cieliebak: Pseudo
holomorphic curves and Bernoulli shift.s; V. L. Ginzburg:
On dosed trajectories of a charge in a magnetic field.
An application of symplectic geometry. Part B.:
M. Schwarz: Introduction to symplectic Floer homology;
S. Piunikhin, D. Salamon, M. Schwarz: Symplectic 
Floer-Donaldson theory and quantum cohomology; 
Y. G. Oh: Relative Floer and quantum cohomology and 
the symplectic topology of Lagrangian subrnanifolds;
L. H. Van, K Ono: Cup-length estimate for symplectic
fixed points; Yu. V. Chekanov: Hofer's symplectic energy
and Lagrangian intersect.ions; C. B. Thomas (from
lectures of S. Donaldson): On the existence of symplectic
submanifolds. (jiva) 
R.Meester, R.Roy: Continuum Percolation, 
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, vol.119, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1996, x+238 pp., GBP
35.00, ISBN 0-521-47504-X
The book presents the first syst,ernatic account of
continuum percolation. It contains stochastic models of
the phase description in space, especially the Boolean
and related models. For some results there exist
counterparts in discrete percolation theory, for others
such analogues do not exist or are false. Other
random-connection models are also included, as is fractal
percolation in continua. In applications. unbounded
compon£·nt;;, holes, volume fraction etc. are a!I studif,d.
"rhe i:, 

some knowh1dge uf proba.bility and mea5nre t.lH:ory 1s 
desirable. Simple theory is 11,;ed and 
icka.., are well The book is 
reo.i.m.m.,,1\ded to sta(h,nts and sc1<:,nt,i,,t,r.; in 
ll.nd 61oclni::<tic geom.etry. ( 
A.BiiUdwr, 

and RdatPd
faradi \Vorkshop, Tel Aviv, 

: 1\d va.ncr;:�s and 
1-10, 1995, 

!Si�lii. viii+.,U, pp .. DM HH 110, ISBN
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Thi;, book presents the proceedings of the Joint. German
h.raeli \.Vorkshop in Tel Aviv (March 19%). rt con
sists of twelve papers which concentrate on the fol
lowing topics: Toeplitz operators with discontinuous 
symbols (A.Bottcher, S.M.Grudsky), singular integrals 
with operator-valued piecewise quasicontinuous coef
ficients ('T'.Ehrhardl., S.Roch. B.Silbermann), Banach 
algebras generated by .N idem pot.en t.s ( A. Bottdier, 
I. Gohberg, Yu.I. Karlovich. N.Krupnik, S.Hoch,
B.Silbermann, l.Spitkovsky), singular integral. and
Toep!itz operators on general Carleson-Jordan cunes
( A.Bott.cher, Yu.l. Karlovich), quadrature method for
SI equations (M.Capobiauco, P.Junghanns, lJ.Lnther, 
G.Mastroianni), semi-Fretlholm propert.ies of SIO
(Yu.I.Karlovich, I.Spitkovsky), the inverse scattering 
problem (D.Alpay, I.Gohberg), and zeroes of or
thogonal fund.ions relat.ed to the N ehari problem 
(R.L.Ellis, I.Gohberg). There are also three short.er 
papers on asymptotic invertibility of Toeplitz opera
tors (B.Silbermann ), canonical factorisation of matrix 
functions (I.Krupnik, N.Krupuik, V.Matsaev). and cal
culation of norms of polynomials of two project.ions 
(Y.Spigel). 'The papers are well written and of good 
quality. The book will be appreciated by mathemati
cians working in operator theory, function theory and 
control theory, and will possibly also appeitl to an audi
ence in the engineering sciences. (me) 
M.Biroli (Ed.): Potential Thf!ory and D(igenerate
Partial Differential Operators, Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, Dordrecht, 199.S, 18·1 pp., GBP 59.!J9, ISBN
0-792-33596-1
The volume contains proceedings. of the conference
"Potential Theory and Degenerate Partial Dilforcntial
Equations" held in Parma, Italy, February 1994. It
consist of 11 lectures by [1] M. Biroli and U. J\fosco, 
[2] F. Chia.renza, [:JJ 'L Coulhon, [4] D. Feyel and A. de 
La Pradelle, [5] B. Franchi. G. Lu and R.L. Whee<leu, 
[6] M. Fukushima and M. Tornisaki, [7] G. 1\fokobodzki, 
[8] S. Mu;stapha and N. Varoupoulos, [9] L. Salloff-Coste,
[10] S. Campauato and [11 J P. Drabek and F. Nicolosi.
The contribnt.ion;. are concerned with the following
topics: ( a) Poincare and Sobolev inequalities with
weight;; aud generalisation to l'formander vector fidds
[5], ma.nifolds [3],[9] and abstract spaces (homogenou;;,
Dirichlei,J [1], [7]; (b) Hormander fields. geometry and
difft,;:entiat operators, [8J, [fl]. c;uieralisations of
Moser's mdhod «nd Harna.,:k inequalities for elliptic a.ud
parabolic f.9]; discm,sion of function spaces
for <."Gdli(i;.,nts td) Prnbab.ilist.ic mctiwd,;: On,stein·
Ohlenbeck shed. J.t: solution of a lineiJX stodrnstic PDE
sy·.stf::1n of typi::' a.nd fht-: C\:nnerrui �'i.a.rtin s:pa,c0. 
:1.,nmciated wi.t.h I.he V,'iener 1nea . .s11.re on a 
1ocaHy �:\rnv��x Lnsin spa,cc· 
Feller diffusion prm.·1",;s on 

on H 1 

o:.;effic�,7,nf.�� 

a.nd. coficrr:ie

C(u1.:::d:.,ruct�on of a strong 
dmnain" aSH,ciated 

with bounded measu.rnble 
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further degeneracy depends 011 .1: an<l u. (11). The 
contributions are writ.ten mostly as articles, including 
proofs and other details. Some papers present a survey 
of the field. The book gives a representative view on 
recent trends in the theory of degenerate PD Es. Thus, it 
is recommended to specialists and postgraduate students 
interested in the subject. (jama) 
D.Lee, M.H.Schultz: Numerical Ocean Acoustic 
Propagation in Three Dimensions, World Scientific, 
Singapore, 1996, xi+207 pp., GBP 39.00, ISBN 9-810-
22:JlH-X
The book provides some steps toward the solution of
the complete ocean acoustic propagation problem. The
purpose of the book is to introduce a basic, three
dimensional ocean acoustic propagation model that will
satisfy most fundamental environmental requirements
and that will be practical for realistic applications.
Numerical solution is carried out by the finite difference
method via functional and operator splitting techniques
with rational function approximations. Complete 
detailed listing of proven computer codes used by a 
number of universities and research organisations are
included. Advanced knowledge of numerical methods
and ocean acoustics is not required. The book is oriented 
toward graduate students and research scientists. (mf)
A.I.Kostrikin, I.R.Shafarevich (Eds.): Algebra
VI. Combinatorial and Asymptotic Methods of
Algebra. Non-Associative Structures, Encyclopae
dia of Mathematical Sciences, vol.57, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, 1995, 287 pp., 5 fig., DM 148.00, ISBN 3-540-
54699-5, ISBN 0-387-54699-5
The 57-th volume of the Encyclopaedia consists of
two disjoint parts. The first one (" Combinatorial and
asymptotic methods in algebra") covers some topics from
combinatorial algebra - mainly various classes of linear
algebras given by generators and relations and their
asymptotic behaviour. The technique in the exposition
is based on Grobner bases and the generating functions
method. A good and extensive list of references is
added. The second part ("Non-associative structures")
presents a well written survey on basic classes of non
associative linear algebras close to the associative ones,
mainly alternative, Jordan and Ma.lcev algebras. A few
fragments of other non-associative structures are also
included. (tk)
F.A.Sherk, P.McMulleu, A.C.Thompson, A.I.
Weiss: Kaleidoscopes. Selected Writings of
H.S.M. Coxeter, Canadian 11athematica1 Society
Series of .'vfonographs and Advanced .I.Wiley & 
Sons, New York, l!)!Vi, xxx:+4-39 pp., GBP 67.00, 
fSBN 0-471-0100:'1-0 
The book contains 26 selected papf.•rs H.S . .M Cox-:'
ter, t.he distinguished 20th ceul.tuy geometer and 
alg1cbraist. The papers se!ect.ed for t.h.e book are 
centred around so called Coxeter,Dynkin diagrams, 
whid1 are of groups generated 

k,1,tun, of Coxeter's paper.;; 
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is t.l1e in:spired application of geometrical ideas and 
concepts to problems in group theory. Besides papers 
discussing various questions of discrete groups, many 
papers are devoted to a study of regular and semiregular 
polytopes. The book also contains an interesting 
biography of H.S.M.Coxeter, a complete list of his 
publications as well as a tune composed by him at the 
age of 16. Papers reprinted in the book cover a period 
of sixty years but the deep geomet.ricai insight behind 
make them eternally interesting and fresh. A remarkable 
collection indeed. ( vs) 

A.I.Kostrikin. I.R.Shafarevich (Eds.): Algebra
IX. Finite Groups of Lie Type. Finite
Dimensional Division Algebras, Encyclopaedia of
Mathematical Sciences vol. 77, Springer-Verla.g, Berlin,
1996, vii+239 pp., DM 148.00, ISBN 3-540-57038-1
In this book important results of recent research in
two areas within algebra are presented to a wide circle
of mathematicians. Recall from the classification of
finite simple groups that each such group is one of
the following: (1) a cyclic group of prime order, (2)
an alternating group of order 1/2n! for n � 5, (3)
a group of Lie type over a finite field or ( 4) one
of 26 sporadic simple groups. In part I, "On the
Representation Theory of Finite Groups of Lie Type
over an Algebraically Closed Field of Characteristic
O" the author, R.W.Carter, focuses on the groups in
(3), which occur as fixed point sets of some Frobenius
map on a connected reductive algebraic group over an
algebraically closed field of prime characteristic. After
recalling their ma.in properties the author explains the
character theory developed by Deligne and Lustig. In
an appendix ( 6 pp.) similarities between this theory
and other branches of representation theory are pointed
out. The authors V.P.Platonov and V.I.Yanchievskii of
the second part on finite dimensional division algebras
(translated from the Russian by P.M.Cohn) provide an
introduction to simple algebras inChapter 1 and present
construction methods for, and basic structure theory
of, division algebras over arbitrary fields in Chapter
2. Moreover, a deeper analysis in Ch.3 of division
rings over certain classes of fields (e.g. valuated fields,
algebraic number fields, rational function fields) leads to
investigations of the multiplicative structure of division
algebras and t.o reduced K-theory (Ch.4, where recent 
results also from !.he a.uthors are included). Each chapter 
has a comment section containing historical notes. ( ms) 
Yu.L.E1·shov, E.I.Khukro. V.M.Levchuk. N.D. 
Podufalov {Eds.): Algebra. Proceedings of the
!Ilrd Internatimial CouforHnC(J on Algebra held 
in Krasnoyarsk, August. 23-28, 1993, W<l.her de

Berlin. 1996, xiii+:306 pp .. DM JSB:'li 
3-1Hl-J41B-J 

A collection of :rn selected talks delivered at the 
IHrd International Conference on Algebra (Krasno.varsk ..
.Russia. J\ z:3 .. 2&, The cow:red are
frnite 11wups, infini!.r: groups,



algebra.ic system, and model theory. Altogether, the 
colh,cted papers represent important r<c>search streams in 
!.heir fields of intereist but t.he main emphasis is laid on 
groups and their applica1ions a.ud :some of the published 
pap.:rs are well written expot<itory articles. (tk) 
A.Bellaiche, J .-J .Risler (Eds.): Sub-Rieman
nian Geo1netry, Progres;. in Ma.thematics, vol.J+l,
Birkhii.user, Basel, 1996, viii+3in pp., DM Jll8.00, ISBN
3-7M-3!'i4 76-3, ISBN 0-817-65476 3
This volume is devoted to Nonholouomic Riemanui,ui
G(•ometry ill which a Hiemanniau uwtric j,s given only
on a tangent dist.rihu Lion (possibly of 11 onconstant rank)
of a manifold. There are important applications of
this i heory 1o Control Theory. Clas,sical Mechanics,
Ga.uge Theories, Diffusious on manifolds, a.na.lyt<is of
hypoelliptic operators a.n<l Ca.uchy-Riemann Geometry.
The main chapter of the book (2a4 pages) is written
by M .Gromov under the title "Caud1y-Caratheodory
space seen from within''. The other contributions
are by A.Bellaiche, R. Montgomery, H. J .S nssmann and
.J.ivI.Coron. The idea to publish this volume came from
a satellite conference of ECM 1992 held in Paris under
the Harne "Journees Nonholonomes - Geometrie sous
riemannienne, theorie du controle. robotique". (ok)
J .Madore: An Introduction to Noncommutative
Differential Geometry and its Physical Applica
t.ious, London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Se
ries 20G, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995,
200 pp., GBP 22.95, ISBN 0-521-·16791-8
A broad and deeply-rooted generalisation of the
algebraic formulation of standard differential geometry
has been recently and intensively investigated within the
framework of A.Cannes' noncommutative geometry. ln
recent years, its impact on pa.rtide physics has grown
rapidly. This survey, based on a 1994 LMS lecturP serie;;
by .Ll\I adore, contains au int.rodndion to this topic.
The reader will find a lot of prtcpara.tory material (a
short review of basic: facts from differeutial geometry, K
tht'ory of vector bundles, cyclic homology). Examples
of lloncornmutat.ive g,t.'ometries st.art wilh a dNailr·d
discussion of ma1 rix geometry and includes the Manin
plane a.wl a. fuzzy sphen·. At the end of the book.
appli,·atiom, of noncommut.ativc geometry in particle
phvsirn are di;;cnsst·d. 1�otes a( tlJi· en,l of each chapt,:·r
vvith C(JH1ffH.1.ntb and ref(·ren<::e� art: ver.v th,:: 
of prf'sr:r.Lat,.ion. and nr:.tatkrn are t huse 'Jsed in 

'I. he nurnbfr a1f hooks devot,cd to this vcr:v ttctive 
fi,Jd it., stiH s:nu1H 'Thi.-.: hook i:j a va.Iaa.bh, 

a.ddirjcn �c: t.!H.: !itcr�1tu . .re, aHd ih
tn r.:,1.th,\��n:-:_i.ttic�� i i.Vtd t h�c.r r:t}c.?.d
J .,. P .. A.ubin: N;,,ural Ni:twork:,;
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range of math<•rnaticians to t<tudy these problems. 
The mathemat.ica.l t,,chniques presented t.horoughly and 
rigorousl.v in this hook use several important results 
011 the control of linear and noulinear systems and 
on set-valued analysis. This enables 1.he author t.o 
pres;;nt ma.ny types of neural net.works iu ,t unified 
way as well as t.o d,,vise ma! hematical tnt'taphors for 
cognitiw procesS('S. Mor,,over, the· qualitative evolution 
of solutions to the ditf't·rentia.l cq11a.t,ions c,t!l be studi .. d 
by means of so-,:allcd qualitative cellt<, in which the 
monotonicity behaviour oft he solutions doe,; not change. 
The book coni;ists of three parts. In tlw first pa.rt., 
vnrious ncurnl network paradigms (,'.g . associ,ttive 
memories or multilayer neural networks trained with the 
back-propagation learning algorithm) are investignted 
from the point of view of control tlieory. The next part. 
of the book deals with cognitive syst.cm;, that go beyond 
neural networks (as they are usually defined) in the sense 
that they involve the problem of adaptation to viability 
constraints. Cognitive systems can recognise the state 
of the environment and a.et. on the environment to 
adapt to given viability constraints. Instead of encoding 
knowledge in synaptic mat.rice;., as neural networks do, 
the knowledge is stored in the so-called conceptual 
controls that ca.n evolve to adapt to viability constraints. 
The concluding part of the book is devoted to qualitative 
physics ( or rnt.her t.o ''qua.litative analysis"). The au t.hor 
gives here a general framework for linking quantitative 
problems with qualitative onecs. Further, the text also 
treats qnalitatiw· simulation;, of differential equations 
and the QSIM algorithms for tra.cking the monotonicity 
properties of solutions to differential equations. As 
au example, the qualitative behaviour of a class of 
differential ,iystems, the replicator systems, which play 
an important role in biology and biochemistry, j,, sl.udi€d. 
An interesting application of HH' a.lgorithrns presented 
in this book i� to !he conti:ol of autonomous underwater 
vehides tracking !he l.rajedory of an exosvstem, this 
is the subject of an Appendix. Tl,e text is suitabk for 
post.gradual<': �tudent.s and re:;eard:, workcrn interested in 
m"nral nctwmk" aml cogn1liv(' oystenis, a.nd lo 

those invulv1-d in viable solutiou;; i.o controJ ,.,y,,Jems and 
in mat.h,,nrntical quc0:;tiou>'> ra.i�ed by qualitative phy•sic,. 
(inu) 

C\ .. P.Ilnit,,r: !cs 
EdJii<"HH: ()ddc .L:ti'.'.C!h, }1 •Js1�. 1�t�46, '2:·17 pp.

1 
t40.0(\ lf,B�J 

7.58--104.�l�}--.S 
�Th}�: book i,s.:; ,t.<.ldr'f:·s&r:-d to tbr1·'.e !.ypr�s of ff·a,der�:� to 
1 .. hf• !y It> mr·mh,0rs 
c·f a.drnin.i:--:tration:3 cd: cd.uc111.iu .ti :1,nd to th,:: cl1it1v,:1,'1,t,.d 
pnbik. Th(, lirst p�.1·1 (fom 

.;,1,,n:to1tg nt TH:-:- ,":,(.iCHi."f:�. ds. a: .. td thf· 
did:tc1�cs: of 1na.th•.:n.ts'.ttic1:; in th<-� tn1dttioH of H.,l?oincart�. 
'T.h(· second pa.rt ns t·eli furHla tnc11taJ n.c�iions of 
,;:;corn.r�tr.r in r-u1 ·i1nnittv� rna.nlH-'.t: U�t:: t.herircrn. of1'h:,d,e.f,, 
V\:t tor spa .. ,�·l;·,'s, vc;bf rnr�s. Enr�ar rna.fY, .. rnetricrs, .�.r:01-r1�:try 
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of 2-Jimen:sion al surfaces, the implicit function theorem, 
co11strndion of topological surfaces. the Euler-Poincarc 
characteristic and an introd11ction to exterior calculus 
uf differe11tial forms. The object,;; defined an., illustrated 
by vi,mal example':- with an emphasi� on geometrical 
pr<'sentation. Ea,:h of these ten chapters is accompanied 
hy a select.ion from the relevant litna.ture with a special 
at.tcntion to the historical development. Then' is also 
a collection of solved example,-. The book could he 
used for example as a supplementary reading to classical 
geometry textbooks. (efa) 

R.Kannan , C.K.Krueger: Advanced A1rnlysis on
the Real Line, Univcrsit.ext, Springer-Verlag, .New
York, Hl\HL ix+2.59 pp .. DM 68.00, ISBN 0-387-94642-X 

The main topics treated in the book are monotone
functions, density and approximate continuity, the
Dini and approximate derivatives, hounded variation,
ab .. olute cont,inuit.y, Cantor sets aud �ingular fonctions
( with a treatment of the one-dimensional Hausdorff
mea.�ure), spaces of BV and AC functions and metric
separability. Each chapter contains a 8et of exercises.
A brief summary of basic results on Lebesgue measure
and integral on the real line R is giwn without proofs.
Iksides classical results, the book contains many special
results. The authors. who are not acti\'e researchers 
in the field, present a selection of rPsults contained in 
a. number of research articles. Thus some proofa a.re 
given in detail with references and others are presented
in skdch only ( e.g. the proof of the Denjoy-Young
Saks theorem which contains a sma!I error due to a
wrong translation). Some results are aJmost immediate
consequences of other theorems pH'.Sented ( e.g. Theorem
2.7.8 is a. corolla.ry of Theorem 2.7.f'i.). The proofs
of some important n�sults are omiHed (d. Lemma
J .2.5., 7.2.Y.). All topic,, are treated 011 R only; the
generalis11t.ions to R" will be pr>:sn1Led (a.,; the authors
Mwounce) in a r,equel ,,o i.his hook. Thi" restriction
is not niitural in ali case�; e.g. d-regular �et;,; of
Ddini:.ion 2.7 ') arc clos,sd int.,:rvab in R. The
tr·rr:ninoJogy J,q sornetirncs a.rcha.ic e.g. 
metric �epa ) , rwfh appronm;,.t,e 
ctsyn1ptutic cot?titnil.TJr a.r�·� <."!i::Jint:�d anrl u.sed. 1n hny crt:M�, 
the .:r,nt.hors hrtV(' 1tn.:.i volnrue
(;f i:1r1ir·ria.i tNhich c,;1.n br:· iA�f�d C'.g. for i'.1tud..f..iU senz;:nars

J .J :a.mes: Tfo.i :\1usi,'. of the 
Sciene0 .. and th�· .N�1tm·{1! o.,,,.i,rc of the Uuiv,·,r-c1e. 
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v1e·ws of the universe from t,he beginning of \Ve;;t,ern 
civilisation to modern times are considered. A great deal 
of aJ.tention is devoted lo the personalities and the work 
of Pythagoras, Plato, Kepler and Newt.on, to the period 
of Reuaissanu.·. to the rise of Romanticism and to the 
hermetic tradition. Th;, last chapter provides a glimpse 
into t,lw future. Pythagoreans, the music of the spheres, 
the divine harmony, foe world soul. the key of the 
univernc. the magic Jlute ·· these are sonw topics covered 
by this wonderful book. The music of the sphere8 is 
a very nice and attradively written book. The book 
will have general appeal and can be recommended to 
mathematicians, physicists, astronomers, philosophers 
and to musicians interested in science. (jbe) 

A.N.Kolgomorov , A.P.Yushkevicb (Eds.): Math
ematics of the 19th Century. Geometry. An
alytic Function Theory, Birkhauser, Boston, 1996, 
;302 pp,, DM 118.00, ISBN 0-817-65048-2, ISBN 3-764-
35048-2 

The book under review is the second volume of 
the extensive work Mathematics of the 19th C!entury, 
which wa.s edited by A. N. Kolmogorov (1903-· l 987) 
and A.P.YushkE'vich (1906-1993). The first volume 
(Nanka, Moscow 1978; Birkhauser Vertag, 1992, ,322 
pp., JSBN :J. 76,H-2552 6) contains four parts on the 
history of mathematical logic, algebra, number theory. 
and probability theory. The third volume (Nauka, 
l\foscow 1987) includes discus;;ions on Chebychev's 
approach to the theory of functions, ordinary differential 
equations and calculus of \'ariations. This second 
volume (Nau ka, Moscow 1981), translated from the 
Russian hy Roger Cooke, consists of two parts 
Geometry (B.L. Laptev, B.A.Rozenfol'd) and Analytic 
function (AJ.Markushevich). The firnt part of the 
book prPsents an extensiw, development i.n the ma.in 
geometric bra.nches of 191.h celltn.ry mathematics: 
ana.lytic and diffrn,niial geomf'try, geometry, 
a.igehrntc .w:omdry, no11-Eudideau geometry, and
nHdtidi1nens:i.:n1aJ �eo1netry. ideah and coucept.s of 
space axe d!8t:ussed
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ma.thematical research. (jbe) 
P.Habala, P.Hajek, V.Zizler: Introduction to
Banach spaces, Matfy:,;press, Praha, 1996, J:29 pp.,
[SBN ii0-85863-11-6
The first chapters contain an up-to-date elementary
and sdf-co11tai11ed introduction to hasic principles a.nd
techniques in Banach a.nJ Hilbert ,.;pace;;. spect.ral tbeory
of sdf-adjoint compact operaturs and fixed points. [n
addi I.ion to I he r,c,rnlts that are nsual.ly pre;,ellted in this
area, the book contains a stndy on the Jarnes boundaries
and t.iH' results of Asplund, h:,1det;;, Lindeustrauss and
Smulyan on t.he int.erp!a.y of t.lte differentiability of
com·ex fu net.ions and geometry of Banad1 spaces. In
t.h(, chapter 011 locally co11vex spaces, Banach-Dieudonne,
Eberlein-Smulyan and Choquct rc·presentation i.heon·ms
are included. The seco11d part of t lie text. introduces
th<c reader to several streams of rontemporary research
iu Banach spaces and analysis therein. One chapter
is devoted to the use of the Schauder basis in Banach
spaces. Nonseparable Banach spaces are studied
in the chapter on weak compact generating. where
basic results on projectional resolutions of identity,
Markusevic bases and various types of compact.a are
discussed. The chapter on superreflexive spaces
contains Enflo's renorming theorem. the local rel!f,xivit.y
principle and the results of Kadets a.nd Gurarii ·
Gurarii. The book ends with a. chapter on nonlinear
analysis on Banach spaces. It contains the Aharoni,
Heinrich, Ka.det.s, Mankiewicz and Li11den�t.ranf's results
on horneornorphisrns a.nd Lipschitz homeomorphisms
of Banach spaces, together with a. brief discussion on
!.he smooth variational principle. smooth approx.imation
i 11 Banach spa.ces and norm attaining operators. An
imporlant part of the book is a large number of ex.ercise;;.
They complement the results in d,apters a.nd are all
n.ccompanitd with det.ailed hints for their solution. The
book i;;. intended for graduate and 'ienk,r nudergr:uluat.e
students and young researchers. (jl)
A.Ramsay. R.D.Richtmyer: Introductfon t.o
Hyperbolic Geometry. Hniver-;ik'xt, Vnla.g,
New York, 199,3, xii-t-286 pp .. 59 fig .. DM 69.00, ISBN
O--:J8?-:J4::l3�qJ, .ISBN :J-.:,40-9'1:3:39-H
First, this b,,ok is a t.,•xthnok and noi a monograph.
It is f'Vid.-cut t.ha-t. thf' c.1,uthors have .gJ:eat

non- L11.(:li,do:·ru1 f�t"OU:h.::try ;.i:1d dH·y h::1vt.' 
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Euclidean geomet.ry. Their com,iderations .lead naturally 
to differentfal geometry in the hyperbolic plane and 
in hyperbolic span�. They develop the elements of 
the differential geometr.v of curves a.nd ,rnrfaces and 
immediately apply them to hyperbolic geometry. \,Ve 
find here· of course seYera.l modds of the hyperbolic plane 
and of hyperbolic space. As a.n interes1ing insta.ucc let. us 
mention that !.hey also present. a model of the Eudifkan 
pla.ue in the hypc:rboli<: plane. It is worth noi,icing that. 
t.hl' authors consider cart"fnlly a.lso the logic.11 ,rnpect,-; of
hyperbolic geometry. \!Ve find here a.lso re.suits abont
tilings. lattices and tria11gL1!a.t.ions in the hyperbolic
plane. A whole chapter is devoted to connections of
hnwrbolic geometry with the Minkowski geometry and
srwcial rdativity. Also very interesting is the la.st chapter
dealing with coustruct.ions by straight-edge and compass
in the hyperbolic plane. One doe;; not find these result,;
vny often in the literature. Tl1erc is a great number
of Pxercises i11 the book. Bcca.nse of the carefully chosen
pr<:seutalion, the book should he rea.sonably accessible to
physicists also. The prerequisite,:; are calculus and basic
knowledge of dilferentia.l eq11ations, complex nnmbers,
basic linear algebra and group theory. (jiva)
R.Garnier, J .Taylor: 100 % Mathf�mat.ical Proof,
J.Wiley & Sons. Inc .. Chichester, 1996, viii+:J17 pp ..
GBP 16 95. ISBN O--fil-96198-L JSB:'i n-471-%199-X
The book is designed to give help to :,,t.udents of
mathematics but the a.nthors hope that iJ will he
useful als,J t.o od1er readern .. for i11stance, t,,adF,rs of
ma!hema.tics or students of plli1'J,-;opliy intcr,cf>l.r:d iu
u 1Hln;.tanding of r,a.turc of mathematical The
mathematical background is a.s,,umed to lw. slightly
higher than tr«': one provided the CGSE course in
England and Wales. The aim of tl1t' hook is to explain
what mathematical proofs ans and tc, :.i. li�i. of some
their types. E:'scr,t.ial pa.rt.,; of the book are proposit.ional
logic prE'dicatc logic, axiom systcmf, ,wd fnrwaJ. proof,
direct. proof, existence and uniqllenes,; proofa, f:Hther

t(:ch!1],p11�1..; and rnathen1aticaJ induction /'f, 
::;,dccti.:"Hl o[ exercises is inci.ndcd 1il-it h hiut-s aral 
solutions. Tl,f'. hook ca.H well contrib11tc to a bdter 
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( parts of the theory of PDE;; and the numerical methods 
a!spccts) proceeds in parallel. The second one is the 
overall st.ruct.url" of the book: Part I (chapters 1-8) is 
devol.ed t.o periodic prohlems which can be discusFed in 
a very transparent. way hy means of Fourier analysis 
and trigonometric interpolation: Part II (chapters !:i
n) consider;; init;ial-boun<lary-vahw probkms. A modi,l 
equation approach if< consequently used throughout the 
text. l\.luch of the material indnded ill Pa.rl II appears 
!wre for the firnt time. Jn tlw appendices one can find
linear a.lgcbra results. Lapla.ce transfonn a.nd iteration
methods. There are G pag<"'S of reforrnn,8 included. (oj)

R .. Jeltsch, M.Mansour (Eds.): Stability Theory.
Hurwitz Centenary Conference, Centro Stefano
Franscini, Ascona 1995, International Series of
Numerical Mathematics, vol.121, Birkhauser, Basel,
19!!6, vi+2·19 pp., DM 1·18.00, ISBN :J-764-35474-7,
ISBN 0-817-65474-7

This book is the result of the international conference
"Centennial Hurwitz on Stability Theory'' which was
held to honour Adolf Hurwitz. whose article on the
location of roots of a polynomial was published one
huudred years ago. It contains a collection of papers and
open problems in stability theory and its application iu
control theory and numerical mathematics. In the book,
the stability of the following problems is treated: linear,
nonlinear and time-dependent systems, discretisatious of
ordinary and partial differential equations, systems with
time delay and multidimensional systems. In addition,
robust stability, pole placement and problems related to
the stability radius are considered. ln the Appendix,
Hnrwit.z's original artick is reprinted. The book will
he of interest. to mathematicians and engineers working
in the areas of control theory and nnrnerical analysis.
(knaj)

D.Goldrei: Classic Set Th(�ory. A Guided
Independent Study, Chapman f..:. Hall, Loudon, J 996,
viii-t-287 pp., GBP 24.99, ISBN 0-412-606!0-0

The book is aimed at. reader� who undertake
independ<:'Bt study. with no other additio11«! rE'ading or
J,:ctures. The is trca.ted in the spirit. of the
sl,UH.tilrd Open 1.:nivcr;,;ity curricul1.m1. A �dection of
excn:ises and problc·ms Me included. I h�: t-o[nl ion of some
of which would require the hdp of a tutor. ,\ knowledge
of d tirs1. crni.r,«,' in n°al a.n&l ysi� j,, n:q nh:d t.o trnderstand
tlw con,,·xt. of the rn1i1.f:rial uf the book w1.·.!l The book
sta.rt..s vvith cr.;Hst.ructions nf Tt:·at rational and natnr.a1

ca,1 .. d.i,,a.h-., t.:rd,;·re·d :.:f·:i.t-� oxditud tn;1n!"���r� a.n.d '.'lta:t t. 
v;,";dt to.e a"�·j.urn of rho�c(� a.H: . '"Th.e bocJk 1�. a 
vn:·H vvril,ttH a tid dr.ta.i�cd 1�xp(is·tt i(,U G•f :.he 

l.ILShafan!vich {Ed,

148.00. ISBN :J-510-54680-4, JSBN 0-:387-54680-·i 

This part of t.he Encyclopaedia is devoted to 
contemporary algebraic geometry. It consists of two 
parts. The Ii rst contribution is '' Cohomology of 
Algebraic Varieties" (by V .I.Danilov) and it bring;,; 
a nice overview of the methods and results in the 
several cohomology theories of algebraic varieties. 
Among them, the main role is played by sheaf 
cohomolo!!,y (esp. cohomology of coherent; sheaves), 
cohornology of complex manifolds ( as topological spaces) 
and lt.,,k colwmology. The second coni.ribu tion is 
called ,. Algebraic surfaces" (by V.A. lskowkikh and 
LILShafarevich). The main part of the theory of two
dirnensional corn plex algebraic manifolds is presented 
here, starting with a study of curves on algebraic 
surfaces, a study of birational correspondences and of 
several types of surfaces ( e.g. elliptic surfaces, K3-
surfaces, ruled and rational surfaces). At the end of this 
part, the surfaces over the field of finite characteristic 
and their properties are briefly discussed. (jbu) 

R.B.Melrose: Geometric Scattering Theory, 
Stanford Lectures. Distinguished Visiting Lecturers in 
Mathematics, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1995, xi+l 16 pp., GBP 9.95, lSBN 0-.521-49810-4, ISBN 
0-521-49673-X

The hook presents lecture notes of a series of lectures
on scattering t.heory given by R.B.Melrose at Stanford
University and MIT. It starts with a discussion of
the principal example of the Laplace operator on Rn .
The next topic is various results in scattering theory
for the Laplacian with a simple perturbatiou by a
potential. One lecture is devoted t.o various types of
more su bst.a.ntiaJ deviation from the simple Euclidean
case. Finally, the last. three lectures contain a discussion
of scattering theory in a much more general case oft.he
La.placian on a complete Riemannian manifold with a
regular structure at infinity. Various classes of metrics
are investigated here ( e.g. asymptotically flat metrics,
cylindrical ends. certain types of warped products). "The
book is writ.ten in a. pleasant and relaxed style. A special
feat11re of ii is au mmsua.l number of comprehensive
foot1wlf's ( a fow of them on almost. ewry page), they
�ucce,,sfully evoke a. t11sh' of genuine lectnres with their
;;mall comments and short. re.marks on subtle points. As

nice and underntall<labl,0: oveni(,w of 

t.etJndc.-diti,?·s a1e reducf.::S to a rui11;rnnrn ... A tery U�(;f,.11 
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reducing it to the problem of mome11t.;,: for a family of 
(ved.or-\'alned) exponentials"" ::::: e�"' B*,�,, (Aq.o,,, = 
An <fan) in the space L 2 ( 0, T; U ). Various concepts 
of controllability correspond to various kinds of 
independence of (en ). This hook is a thoroughly revised 
version of the previous Russian text of the same authors 
( Controllability of Distributed Parameter Systems and 
Families of Exponentials, Kiev 1989). lt is divided into 
two parts. "[he first part is devot.ed to the study of,. the 
degree of linear independence'' of a s�·stem (e ,, ) (i.e .. 
nonharmonic Fourier analysis) and related topics (Hardy 
space H2 , inner-outer factorisation, interpolation of 
analytic functions, etc.). Applicati,011s to controllability 
of scalar linear parabolic, hyperbolic ( both including 
boundary controls) and systems of string equations are 
explained in the second part of the book. This "method 
of moments" is compared with another approaches based 
on specific properties of PDEs, like Lions's Hilbert 
uniqueness method, microlocal analysis, etc. (jmil) 
G. Tenenbaum: Introduction to Analytic and
Probabilistic Number Theory, Cambridge studies 
in advanced mathematics, vol.46, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1995, xiv+448 pp., GBP 45.00, ISBN
Oc.521-41261-7
This book is a revised and slightly expanded version of
tl1e previous French edition which appeared in autumn
1990 (issue No. 113 of the series Pnhlications de
l'lnstitut Elie Cartan). The book is based on graduate
courses given by the author in Bordeaux, Paris and
Nancy during the past fifteen years. The book consists of
three parts. The first one describes elementary methods
(Chebyshev, Mobius inversion formulae; average orders
of some important arithmetic functions; sieve methods, 
the large sieve included: extremal orders of some 
functions and method of van der Corput ). The 
second part describes methods coming from complex 
anaJysis (Dirichlet series; the Riemann zeta function 
and the prime number theorem following Selberg
Delange method; Tauberian point of view and primes 
in arit.hmetic progressions). The last one introduce8 
probabilist.ic methods (densities; the Turan-Kubilius,
Erdos-\Vint.er and Rankin methods; t.he saddle point 
method). lmport.aut parts of the book are the "'Notes" 
- contemporary results and remarks at !.he end of every
chapter - and the" Exercises�. 'The book includes almost.
t.wo hundred nice exercises but: ., ... we ha.ve tried 
t.o break away fr()m an unfortimate mo<lnn tendency 
hy proposing exercist'S which are solnbte without 
ex ccss1 v e or t.edrn icil skill ...

solutions will appear as a volume 
with my Jie Wu by the Soci.ete 
1\fa.!hemat,iqne de France."'' A very nice and t1sefo1 
hook, recom,mended to s!.udents, specialists and 
t.eachers; in its area, it is an excel.lent hook, one of !,he 
besi. (lleview of the French Edition: "Wf• gaaranl.•:1.1 
drnt thi;.. work will b<,com,c• a. dassic.'' - Ga.zelte 
de,; M.,tth�tnabcians.} (Im) 
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A.A.Kirillov (Ed.): Representation Theory aud 
Noncommutative Harmonic Analysis II. Homo
geneous Spaces, Representations and Special 
Functions, Encyclopaedia of M, athematical Sciences 
vol..59, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1995, vii+266 pp., 2 fig., 
DM l48.00, ISBN a-54.0-M702-9, ISBN 0-387-54702-9 
There are t.wo parts in the book. The first one 
written by V.F.Molchanov (Harmonic Analysis on 
Homogeneous spaces) and the second one by A. 0 .Klimy k 
and N.Ya.Vilenkin (Represent.at.ion of Lie groups a.nd 
special functions). The first part is a nice introduction to 
harmonic analysis on symmetric spaces of several types, 
one chapter being devoted t.o the semisimple symmetric 
spaces of rank one. The second part by Klimyk and 
V ilenkin is a survey of results on representations of 
certain matrix Lie groups and their relation to the 
special functions. There is also a description of the 
function al relations for special functions, generating 
functions, Laplace operators, differential equations and 
integral transforms. The book ca.n be recommended 
to mathematicians, theoretical physicists as a good 
introduction to the topics. (jbu) 
S.Cohen, H.Niederreiter (Eds.): Finite Fields 
and Applications. Proceedings of the third 
international conference, Glasgow, July 1995, 
Loudon Mat.hematial Society Lecture Note Series 23:\ 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1996, xx+401 
pp., GBP 27.9.5, ISBN 0-.521-.56736-X 
These are proceedings of the Third Int.ernat,ional 
Conference on Finite Fields a.nd Applications held in 
Glasgow in 199.5. It consists of 27 contributions 
covering many different. aspects and applica.tions of finite 
fields, as for example number theory, algebra, analysis, 
algebraic geometry, information theory and computer 
science. To be more explicit, the most important areas 
reflected in the articles are: Polynomials over finite 
fields, coding problems, Latin squares, exponential sums, 
factorisations. Of course, this is only a partial survey; 
one can agree with the following words from the preface 
of the book: � · · · in a number of cases, it would not. 
have been easy to categorise [the articles]." I believe 
that t.he reader will also appreciate the open problems 
listed and the e-mail addresses facilitating direct contact. 
The book can be warmly recommended to experts in the 
above mentioned fields. (lbe) 
R . .J. Wilson: In:trodudion to Graph Theory. 
Fourth Edition, Longman, Harl.ow, Hl96, viii+17J pp., 
GBP 14.99. ISBN 0-582-219!H-7 
In nine the book a. reader wit.h 
the basic information about t!u, du1rnct<:,r of 
theor:v and its traditional 

t.heor}" problems (like bridge,, or I.lie 
marriage problems) to motivate the introduction of 
important notions and theorems, the book deals with 

which are more sophisticated or more pradical 
of a trN,, Markov 
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known to solve the descrihed problems are displayed 
(Fleur's algorithm for the construction of an Eulerian 
t.rail or a greedy algorithm solving a minimum connect.or
problem). The reader can learn about the interesting
rela.lionship between Ha.!l's theon·m on the solvability
of a marriage problem and Menger\, theorem on the
max.imuru number of the vertex-disjoint patl1s, described
in chapter 8. Additionally, the applications of matroids
to the graph-theoretical problems are dealt with in the
last chapter of the book. Readers will surely appreciate
that the terminology of the present edition is consistent
with that commonly used (walk, trail, path). From 250
useful exercises, about half are accompanied by solutions
at the end of the book. (jtro)
Ch. Peskine: An Algebraic Introduction
to Complex Projective Geometry. Geometry
volume 1: Commutative AlgebrA, Cambridge
Studies in Advanced Mathematics, vol.47, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1996, x+230 pp., GBP

25.00, ISBN 0-521-48072-8
In the book, a theory of commutative rings and their
modules is presented. It is a basic tool for a study of
complex projective geometry. The theory is developed
systematically and in detail, illustrated by examples
and exercises to solve. For example, one chapters
is devoted to the study of affine schemes and their
morphisms and Weil and Cartier di\'isors. The book
can be recommended to anybody wanting to commence
a study of commutative algebra and algebraic geometry
from an algebraic view-point. It is also a good source on
which to base lectures in projective algebraic geometry.
In the next book (second volume), an extended theory
for advanced study will be presented. (jbu)
C.Reid: Hilbert, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1996,
ix+228 pp., DM 24.00, ISBN 0-387-94674-8
This is a classical biography of one of the greatest 20th
century mathematicians: David Hilbert ( 1862 - 1943).
The book is an account of the scientific life of Hilbert

from his youth in Konigsberg, through his studies, 
to the years in Gottingen before Hitler came to power 
and destroyed Hilbert's school. The book explores the 
dramatic scientific history of the life of this exceptional 
man. Most parts of the book were written based upon 
the memories of Hilbert\, assistants, students, friends 
and colleagues. Toget.her wit.h personal interviews and a 
st.udy of HilberL's correspondence, the aut.hm was able to 
gather a great deal of information about David Hilbert 
l1imself and so has been able to present him in his totality 
a� a human being, The book is writ.fr:n with a kind of 
·'mathematical innocence" and in a. nun-nrn.thematical

style. H wa1< written not only for mathematicians but. 
also for laymen interested in mathematics. This book is 
printed under t.he Copernicus imprint of Springer-Verlag. 
Photographs of Hilbert and his friends and an index are 
included. (mne) 
S.B. Yakubovich: Index Transforms, World Scien
tific, Singapore, 1996, xiii+248 pp., GBP 44.00, ISBN 
9-810-22216-5
The value of this monograph is, above all, the fact that
it is th(" first, if not the only monograph, since the books
by Zemanian and Ufliand, which deals simulateneously
with a broad scope of integral transforms. Apart from
the Laplace and Fourier transforms, it covers, mainly,
Kantorovich-Lebedev, Mehl.er-Fack transforms but also
includes information on many others. Properties of
transforms in weighted Lebesgue spaces, method of
inversions and other techniques are investigated always
very precisely and in the most general, as well as in
coucrete, cases. The title is derived from the fact that
integral transforms where the integrations proceeds by
the index (i.e. the parameter) of a special function, and
not by the argument, are also investigated. The book
is very helpful as a reference book for engineers and
scientific workers who need to apply special functions
and integral transforms. The book itself neither contains
applications nor does it make up for the absence of a
textbook in this area. (jj)
T.Constantinescu: Schur Parameters, Factoriza
tion and Dilation Problems, Operator Theory: Ad
vances and Applications, vol.82, Birkhiiuser, Basel, 1996,
ix+253 pp., DM 148.00, ISBN 0-817-65285-X, ISBN 3-
764-35285-X
The subject of the book is the ubiquity of the Schur
parameters, whose introduction goes back to a paper of
I. Schur iu 1917 concerning an interpolation problem of
C. Caratheodory. In the first chapter "Schur parameters
and positive block matrices'' the role of Schur parameters
in connection with the structure of the positive definite
kernels on the set of integers is explained. Two methods
concerning the structure of triangular contractions
are treated in chapter two. Chapter 3 deals with
interpolation and moment problems while the next one
dealing with the displacement structures presents several
algorithms related to the description of the positive
and contractive block matrices. Chapter 5 studies the
factorisation of positive· block matrices with positive
definite kernels. In the last three parts applications
t.o t.he nonstationary processes, graphs and completion
prnhlems and determina.ntal. formula.e and optimisation
a.re , (1boJ 



POSTDOCTORAL POSITIONS 

The final contract with the EU est.ablishing a network in non-commutative geometry is expected to ht signed shortly. 
!Ls full title is "Implementation of Concepts and Methods from Non-Commutative Geometry to Opnat.or Algehras
and its Applications in Mathematical Physics and Quant.um Physics·. Consequently, t.1,,.re will b<> a postdoct.oral
position over a period of three years at each of the following IJ niversit.i<>s:

Copenhagen, Cork, Heidelberg, Marseille, Odense, Orleans, Oslo, Paris, Home La Sapienza, Rom<' Tor Vrrgat.a, 
Swans<>a, Trondheim. 

To he eligible one needs to hav<> a Ph.D. or an equivalent. d<>gr,;e (or t.o be very dose t.o receiving such a degr<'<'). 
Furthermore, one must be a citizen of the f;{f or of Norway or t.o have been resident there for at l<>ast. two years at 
the moment of the application. llowev<'T, applications are possible only t.o a University of a Country diff<'rent from 
the one of citizenship or possibly of residence. 

Applications are invited for the posit.ions al the two Roman llniversities. They shoul,I include: 

a c1Hriculum vitae 

a copy of the Ph.D. Thesis and of an.v publications 
two names who might he contackd for a recommendation 
the date at which the applicant would like to start his/hn activity m Rome 
any information relevant to the application 
indications of a.ny other universities in the network to which a.pplications have been or are about. to b!' mad!'. 

There is no deadline for applications but. prospective candidates are advised t.o signal thdr interest soon by e-mail. 
The salaries vary from country to country to allow for the different costs of living. The gross salary in Rome should he 
roughly 2,200 Ecu/rnont.h. The way the 36 months of salary will be divided will depend 011 the applications received. 

Appiications for La Sapienza should be sent to Sergio Doplichcr and for Tor Vergat.a to John Roberts. 

Sergio Doplichrr 
Dipart.imento di Matemat.ica 
Universita' di Roma "La Sapi<>nza" 
Piazzale A. Moro 2 
00185 Homa lt,;ly 
fax +:196 44701007 

Relevant e-ma.il address,·s in 111<· nf'i work: 

dopliche'<llmat.nniromal .it. 
Da.vid.E.r,\"ans@swansea.a.c.uk 
cun tz'Qlmat h .uni-heidel bf'rg.de 
erlings'<�mat h.nio.no 
ha.agent p ·coim a.cl a.ou .dk 
kasparov•i'l:lmd. nniv-mrs.f r 
gkped@math.kn.dk 

.John E.RohPrt.s 
Dipart.imPnt.o di Matematica 
IJniversila' di Homa "Tor Vergat.a" 
V ia ddla Ricerca Scientifica 
Oil) .11 Roma lt.a.ly 
fax +.196 i2!i91699 

roherts(q)mat.. u l.ovrm .it 
datire·&univ-orleans.fr 
f'nock 1<\lccr .jnssieu. fr 
gjrn'Olu<"c.ie 
skan,lal·f'oma th p7.jussieu. fr 
Zf'kri'&lmcl. univ-mrs. fr 
Christia n.Ska 11 ((\)avh. unit.no 

Call for Applications for PhD positions 

In September 1997 there will be a number of PhD positions ( AiO or PhD fellowships) available at the Math<'mat.ica.l 
Research Institute. These posit.ions are divided over the MRI est.ahlisl11nents, i.e. the Universities of Croningrn, 
Nijmegen, Twente and Utrecht. The MRI research programme consists of t.he following fields: 

( 1) algebra and geometry, including topology, number theory, and intersections with logic and discrel e
mathematics;

(2) analysis, constituted of: pure analysis, applied analysis and numerical mathematics;
{3) stochast.ics {statistics and probability theory) and operations research.

All who are interested in one of t.hese PhD posit.ions are invited to make themselves known as soon as possibl0, by 
filling out an Applicat.ion Form and s.-nd1ng t.his to the chairman of the MRI PhD committee. For the addrPss, sPe 
below. This invitation also holds for students who have not. yet. complded all their courses, but who !'Xpect. f.o do so 
before September. 

Application Forms can be obtained at the following secretarial offices: 

Mevr. Y. van der Wensch (Groningen) 
Mevr. T. v .d. Eem (Nijmegen) 
Mevr. C.H.G. lla.•sing (Tweut(') 
l,fovr. J. Art.bur (Utrecht) 

email: yvonnr-w@math.rug.nl 
ema.il: maths�sci.knn.nl 
email: llassing'Olmath. utwn,te.nl 
email: .J.Arthur'@math.run.nl 

It is preferable to apply electronira!l.v, filling out the form in T1,;.X. This form is s<"nl to you by email upon request .. 
The completed file then can he sent by email to 

Deadline. for applka.tions May Vi, 19'.)7. 

On lwha.lfof llw MHl PI,[) Com111il!N' 

MRlphd@nrnth.rug.nl 

l'rol.dr. 11.W 8rol'T, ,ltairman 
lkpart ,nr·nt. ()f M al h.-r11ati, s 

(:niw·r�i1_v ,)f Cro11i11µ:c11 
PO Box ROO 

'!71111 ,\V <;HONJ0<Cl·:N 

----------·---------------------·--------------------------------



New Classics for the New Year 

,�:�a••I• C L A S S I C S

Combinatorial 
Theory 

M.Aigner

Combinatorial 
Theory 
X, 484 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-61787-6 
From the reviews: 
"This book presents a very 
good introduction to com
binatorics. It covers most 
aspects of enumeration and 
order theory ... This book 
can warmly be recommend
ed first of all to students 

interested in combinatorics. A two semester course can also 
be based on it." Publicationes Mathematicae Debrecen 

Due January 1997 

j.W.S.C-.lo 

An Introduction 
to the Geometry 
of Numbers 

J. W.S. Cassels 

An 

Introduction 
to the 
Geometry 
of Numbers 
X, 344 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-61788-4 
From the reviews: 
"The work is carefully 
written. It is well motivat-

ed, and interesting to read, even if it is not always easy ... 
the author has written an excellent account of an interest-
ing subject." 
Due January 1997 

�ri .................. "

Finite 
Geometries 

Mathematical Gazette 

P. Dembowski 

Finite 
Geometries 
XIV, 378 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
!SBN 3-540-61786-8 
From the reviews: 
"The author deserves 
unstinting praise for the 
skill, energy, and persever
ance which he devoted to 
his work. The finished 
product confirms what his 
many earlier contributions 
to the subject of finite 

geometry have already indicated, namely, that he is an 
undisputed leader in his field." lvfathematical Reviews 

Due January 1997 

Springer-Verlag, P. 0. Box 31 13 40, D-10643 Berlin, Germany. 

I N MATHEMATICS 

A.Dold 
Lectures on Algebraic 
Topology 
1995. XIII, 377 pages. 10 figures. 
Softcover OM 59,-
ISBN 3-540-58660-1 

H. Federer 
Geometric Measure 
Theory 
1996. XIV, 676 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-60656-4 

F. Hirzebruch 
Topological Methods in 
Algebraic Geometry 
1995. XI, 234 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-58663-6 

K. Ito, H. McKean 
Diffusion Processes and 
their Sample Paths 
1996. XV, 321 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-60629-7 

T. Kato
Perturbation Theory 
for Linear Operators 
1995. XXI, 624 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,-
ISBN 3-540-58661-X 

S. Kobayashi 
Transformation Groups 
in Differential 
Geometry 
1995. VIII, 182 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
!SBN 3-540-58659-8 

S. MacLane
Homology 
1995. X, 422 pages. 7 figures. 
Softcover DM 59,-
ISBN 3-540-58662-8 

Please order by 
Fax: +49 3082787 301 I e mail: orders@springer.de Ior through your bookseller 

J. Lindenstrauss, L. Tzafriri 
Classical Banach Spaces 
I and II 
Sequence Spaces; 
Function Spaces 
1996. XX, 432 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-60628-9 

D.Mumford 
Algebraic Geometry I 
Complex Projective 
Varieties 
1995. X, 186 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,
ISBN 3-540-58657-1 

C.-L. Siegel, J.K. Moser 
Lectures on Celestial 
Mechanics 
1995. XII, 290 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-58656-3 

A.Weil 
Basic Number Theory 
1995. XVIII, 315 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,-
ISBN 3-540-58655-5 

K. Yosida 
Functional Analysis 
1995. XII, 501 pages. 
Softcover OM 59,
ISBN 3-540-58654-7 

O. Zariski
Algebraic Surfaces 
1995. XI, 270 pages. 
Softcover DM 59,-
!SBN 3-540-58658-X 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
In EU countries the local VAT is effective. 

• •••••••••

'Springer 
Pra.3879/MNT/V/t 




